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At santaclaramagazine.com you'll find not just
expanded articles and interviews, but also photo
slideshows and audio and video recordings that
take our stories further.
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BOYD SAUM On
the occasion, a ringing challenge from
President Engh: Make SCU a champion
for environmental justice. Read the speech
and see the photos.
BY STEVEN

An inaugural slideshow
See photos from two days of celebrationthe liturgy, the grand academic procession,
the inauguration, and more-with music
provided by the Santa Clara University
Chamber Singers. Plus, watch a video of
President Engh's inaugural address.
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Can we solve hunger
in our lifetime?
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Alternate reality:
"World Without Oil"
Alternate reality games
can help solve future global crises. Ken Eklund '79
has already shown it can be done.
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Glorious food

Steven Boyd Saum
scmagazine@scu.edu
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EDITOR

t starts with a pair of fish and five
loaves and way too many people to
feed. It finishes with 5,000 fednot to mention the uncounted
(but fed) women and children. And, a
dozen wicker baskets of leftovers.
In another place not long before
was another lesson about what nourishes:
Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after
justice; for they shall have their fill.
And so we bring an edition of Santa ClaraMagazine devoted to
sustenance, in many senses of the word: celebratory and serious, with madeto-order sushi and social justice, sampling the virtues of local produce as
well as cooking oil in Chad.
All this comes in the form of a redesigned magazine that, we hope, better
conveys the intellectual and spiritual richness of Santa Clara-and is a veritable
feast of images and words and ideas. From the appetizers in the front of the
magazine to the main course features and, of course, dessert. (To extend the
metaphor: If Class Notes are dessert, it's okay to eat dessert first.)
In redesigning SCM, we wanted a book of light and wonder, one
grounded in an awareness of what it means to be the oldest institution of
higher education in California and to draw on 450 years of Jesuit, Catholic
tradition. One that embraces its geography at the heart of Silicon Valley and
so is open to the world, with a bracing sense of possibility and awe-inspiring
responsibility. And one that captures the constant renewal that is so much a
part of a living, growing institution. The inauguration of President Enghand the challenge he issued to the University to become a champion for
environmental justice-couldn't underscore that point better.
For the magazine redesign, we gleaned ideas from reader surveys and
consulted with our advisory board. Creative Director Linda DegastaldiOrtiz and I worked with Jane Hambleton of Cuttriss & Hambleton Design
to execute the vision. You'll find changes great and small: from the new
nameplate on the cover and a bigger, bolder contents page (make that pages)
to fonts that convey elegance and seriousness of purpose where they should
and liveliness and humor too. (For the font-curious: Trajan and Helvetica
Neue are the two showcased here most.)
What else? You'll find an expanded Mission Matters, in sections such as
research, books, campus, and sports, for easy navigation. You'll find Class
Notes with special lists for Broncos who've published books and gotten
married and welcomed kiddos into their midst. But what's in print is only
part of the story: Online, you'll find extended and more-timely notes and
obituaries. The online notes are now updated several times a month, without
being edited down for space reasons.
To be sure, there's something special about a magazine in print. So let us
know what you think of the flavor and consistency of the redesigned SCM.
And, as my ranch-bred Grandpa Hank would say before any meal: Dig in!
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A keeper!
As regional representative for
Catholic Relief Services, I
always look forward to your
magazine, but I don't know
how your Spring 2009 issue
could have been any better.
From the fine introduction
to Fr. Engh, alumni appointments in the new administration (wow!), newest Rhodes
Scholar, banjos, embiids, and
the legacy of Fr. Locatelli
who serves on our board, it
was packed with interesting
and entertaining articles.
Great job!
ALISON

JUDD

Seattle, Wash.

Panetta and
Napolitano
The Winter 2006 issue published a piece stating that the
University had been praised
[by The New York Times]for
developing politicians such
as Jerry Brown and Gavin
Newsom. I responded that if
these two were representative
of Santa Clara values that "I
would pick up my library
commemorative paver and
retreat in shame."
Today I change my tune.
The Spring 2009 articles on
Leon Panetta '60, J.D. '63
and Janet Napolitano '79
show two principled, dedi-

cared individuals
who, although I
don't always agree
with their political positions,
command the
utmost respect.
These two are
a credit to themselves and the
University and I am proud
that my library paver is part
of the Santa Clara landscape.
RICHARD

CALLAHAN

'59

Orange, Calif

I was disappointed to read
your Spring 2009 edition,
[which included] an article
about Leon Panetta, an
Obama sign, and an article
on Janet Napolitano. All are
radically pro-choice. Every
abortion kills a living child.
Lincoln said, "To sin by
silence when they should
protest makes cowards of
men." I thank SCU for
helping me speak out about
the sanctity of life and our
current culture of death and
these deeds of darkness.
TERRY MCDERMOTT

'69

Sacramento

The rendition
conundrum
The story of Leon Panetta's
appointment to be director of
the CIA presents a startling
conundrum: Can an ethical
person run the CIA? Panetta
is quoted as saying "we can
abide by the law" but claims
he will allow for the continuance of rendition!
Rendition is a euphemism
for kidnapping. The United

'' I am proud that my
library paver is part of the
Santa Clara landscape."

States started this program
during the Clinton administration and it accelerated
under the Bush administration, particularly after Sept.
11, 2001. A kidnapping in
Milan, Italy, by the CIA in
February 2003 has led to
blowback in the form of
an extradition request by
an Italian judge for some
26 Americans accused of
performing extraordinary
rendition (kidnapping) of a
Muslim cleric.
Perhaps, between an
ethical director of the CIA
and a president who is also
a constitutional scholar,
they can find a way out of
this morass. Maybe Justice
Brandeis' dissent in Olmstead
v. United States would help:
"Our government is the
potent, the omnipresent,
teacher. For good or for ill,
it teaches the whole people
by its example. Crime is
contagious."
LEON L. ANDERSON

'64

Grass Valley, Calif

in 1977 and have been performing with the Peninsula
Banjo Band ever since to raise
funds for various Bay Area
charities, such as Hospice of
the Valley.
CHRISTOPHER BRACHER
MBA '01
Campbell

That ain't what
B.T. said
In the recent edition of the
magazine, the quote for
the B.T. Collins Memorial
Latrine was incorrect. It
actually reads: "If it ain't in
Gilbert's, it ain't the law." I
was fortunate enough to hear
B.T. speak in the early '90s.
I think he took pride in the
fact that the plaque didn't use
proper grammar.
DON MARLAIS

J.D. '95

Washington, D. C.

Indeed, we stand corrected.See
theproof on theplaqueyourself
eitherby visitingthe Heafey
Law Librmy or with a close-up
photoat santaclaramagazine.com.
-Ed

God, the banjo,
and Mitch
Thank you for publishing Mitch Finley's "God,
the banjo, and me" (Spring
2009). As a fellow banjo
player and SCU alum, I
should mention that the
banjo is not only "America's
instrument" but our official
national instrument as well.
President Truman made it so
with an executive proclamation in 1947.
I had my "calling" to
become a banjo player back

Write us!
We welcome your letters
in response to articles.
santaclaramagazine.com
scmagazine@scu.edu
fax 408-554-5464
Santa Clara Magazine
Santa Clara University
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95053-1500
We may edit letters for style,
clarity, civility, and length.
Questions? Call 408-551-1840.
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and Secretary of Homeland Security
Janet Napolitano '79.
In February SCU was named
President Michael Engh, S.J., on the state of the University
to the President's Honor Roll for
Community Service. And the Kaplan
in the 2009 Solar Decathlon; and
he unprecedented economic
CollegeGuide 2009 listed SCU as one
challenges facing the nation
national awards supporting faculty
of the nation's 25 most environmenresearch-from Professor of Electrical
and the wo;ld were front and
tally responsible schools.
center when President Michael Engh,
Engineering Cary Yang for
President Engh also
work on thermal and electriS.]., delivered his first State of the
highlighted a letter
cal nanoscale transport to
University address on Feb. 23 in the
he received from D.J.
poet and lecturer in English
Mission Church.
Wheeler '10 and
Rebecca Black, who has
Coming to know the University,
Jennifer Mock '10, who
received a fellowship from
he said, "I have observed a vibrant
wrote to protest the
the National Endowment
academic climate here, a campus permeUniversity's investment
for the Arts.
ated by ideas and art and innovation,
in Massey Energy, a
Dramatic new campus
a campus where issues of spirituality
company that mines coal
facilitiesopened in the
and justice are taken seriously." At the
through mountaintop
"I have observed
past year: the Harrington
same time, he said, being president in
removal. The students
a vibrant
Learning Commons, Sobrato
this historic moment "feels like riding
witnessed firsthand the
academic climate
Technology Center, and
a wave on a surfboard, when the wave
environmental damage
a campus
here,
has turned out to be the 'big one."'
Orradre Library in March
inflicted by the process
permeated by
2008; Lucas Hall, home
President Engh grouped his
on an immersion trip to
ideas and art and
observations into three categories:
to the l.eavey School of
Appalachia. After receiving
innovation ...
accomplishments, challenges, and
Business, in September 2008;
their letter, President Engh
where issues of
commitment to academic quality.
and the SullivanAquatic
made inquiries with the
spirituality and
Center in October 2008.
president of Wheeling
Proud to be at SCU
justice are taken
Alumni in the news include
Jesuit University in West
Recent accomplishments include
seriously,"
two members of the Obama
Virginia; in addition,
Noelle Lopez '09 being named a
Fr. Engh said.
administration, CIA Director
research by a student intern
Rhodes Scholar; SCU's participation
Leon Panetta '60, J.D. '63
in environmental studies

The good, the bad, and the 'big one'

corroborated the students' claims.
The University did turn out to hold a
small amount of stock in the company,
President Engh said. "This investment
had been made unknowingly and it
contradicted our ethical guidelines.
Once aware of this error, we divested."

The budget
Since he took office, much of President
Engh's attention has been on the
University'seconomic health. The balanced budget that trustees approved in
February maintains a commitment to
academic quality, avoids layoffs,addresses
changing financial-aid needs, and builds
financial reserves.Deans and other
administrators were asked to economize
operating budgets wherever possible,with
an expected annual savingsof $2 million.
"Targets were categoriessuch as travel and
entertainment-not academic programs,"
President Engh said.
In addition, most construction has
been deferred. Faculty, staff, and administrators will forgo pay increases (save
faculty who are promoted and employees
with certain kinds of contracts or collective bargaining agreements).
One special area of concern is for
currently enrolled students in need of

T

Solarbuilders:DanRuffoni'09, construction
andAllisonKopf'11, studentproject
manager,
beginworkon the RefractHouse,SCU's
manager,
entryin the 2009SolarDecathlon.

emergency financial aid. For them the
University created Special Assistance
Awards last fall. Grants for nearly 50
students were partially funded out of
operating reserves and a $100,000 gift
from an anonymous trustee.
The Jesuit Community designated $200,000 of its annual gift for
emergency student aid. And the same
anonymous donor made a $100,000
challenge grant to help meet stillgrowing needs. (By mid-April, $200,000
in matching contributions were given,
and 90 students total had been assisted
with emergency financial aid.)

Make the call
This year saw some changes in admissions for incoming freshmen. A single
date, March 19, was set for notifying all "regular decision" applicants,
rather than using "rolling" admissions.
President Engh asked faculty to telephone and e-mail admitted students; he
and Provost Lucia Gilbert personally
called recipients of the Presidential and
Provost scholarships.
The University is also planning for
a national demographic shift that will
mean fewer high school seniors applying to college. Among the works in
progress: the search for a director of
enrollment management.
Commitment to academic quality
President Engh singled out three efforts
to enhance academic quality and
engaged pedagogy: implementation of
the new core curriculum, beginning in
fall 2009; the re-accreditation process by
the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges; and the planned affiliation
of the Jesuit School of Theology at
Berkeley with Santa Clara.
President Engh concluded by noting that in his first weeks as president
he has tried to "listen deeply," and
that is "proving quite rewarding." He
has met with small groups of faculty
and staff and lunched with students
at the Benson Dining Hall. He welcomed the Superior General of the
Jesuits, Adolfo Nicolas, as well as a
delegation of administrators from the
Communist Party Training College
in Shenzhen, China. And he attended
meetings with groups from the Catala
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Recalibrating
the course
In calendar year 2008, the
University's endowment declined
by 24 percent to approximately
$533 million. But because of the
formula the University uses for
drawing on the endowmentaveraging the past 12 quarters
and an inflationary factor-there
won't be that radical a drop in
funding. The expenditures in the
2009-10 budget will be $310 million, of which 8 percent comes
from the endowment.
About 75 percent of the
budget is funded by tuition,
which will increase next year
by 3 percent for undergraduate
and most graduate students and
3.5 percent for law students.
This is the smallest percentage
increase in 25 years. SBS

Private
Gifts 4%

Other
5%
\

\

Auxiliaries

~

7%

Endowment
lncome8%
Undergraduate
Tuition & Fees
52%

Graduate
& Other
Tuition &
Fees 24%

Club to Kids on Campus; from the
Center for Science, Technology, and
Society advisory board to the Bronco
Bench Foundation. "At the end of each
gathering," he said, "I leave impressed
with your values, your insight and
wisdom, and your love of learning."
Steven Boyd Saum GJ
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Watch the State of the University
speech and read the full text at
santaclaramagazine.com.
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Education in the real wor!d
A landmark visit to California
by the Superior General of the
Society of Jesus

A

s the California province '
entered its centennial year, the
newly elected Superior General
of the Society of Jesus, Adolfo Nicolas,
S.J., made a historic trip to California
to experience how Jesuit ministry continues to be shaped here.

Learningfrom the GoldenState:
Fr.Nicolas,right,andPresidentEngh

In a nine-day tour that spanned 11
cities and almost 30 different locations,
Fr. Nicolas met with many of the 390
Jesuits in the province and visited Jesuit
schools and universities-including

Santa Clara, naturally. But he also
made time to experience many of the
other facets the California province
offers by celebrating multilingual
masses; dining with migrant workers
at the Guadalupe Homeless Project;
touring Homeboy Industries, a
job-training program for former
gang members; and meeting with lay
ministers and students.
During a Feb. 4 press conference
at University of San Francisco's Jesuit
Residence, Fr. Nicolas discussed a range
of issues relating to what he was hoping
to learn and see during his visit, such as
how to structure partnerships between
lay leaders and Jesuits, how to incorporate multiculturalism into the Church,
and the future of Jesuit education. In
many of his answers, he referenced how
California adapted well to many of
these issues, adding that trips like this
allow him to see the strong and weak
points of each area.
"Change has to come through
encounters, and I would encourage the
people in Rome to travel as much as
possible to see and to listen, but not
to speak, and to mix with other people
and realize that God has been very busy
at work while in Rome we were sleeping," he said.
In the Bay Area, Fr. Nicolas made
stops at Sacred Heart/Our Lady of
Grace Nativity School and Bellarmine
College Preparatory. He spent one

night at Santa Clara's Jesuit residence, and on Feb. 6, SCU President
Michael Engh, S.J., and Gerdenio
Manuel, S.J., rector of SCU's Jesuit
Community, hosted a breakfast for him
in the Adobe Lodge.
Fr. Nicolas addressed a small group
consisting of SCU's Board of Trustees,
key University leaders and administrators, and a few students for which he
reiterated the Society of Jesus' commitment to higher education.
"It was very encouraging to hear
him speak of the importance of the
Jesuit mission to higher education as
a critical part of their service to the
world," said Robert Pinocchio, SCU
trustee and dean's executive professor
of management. He added that when
Nicolas was asked about the potential
union of the Jesuit School of Theology
at Berkeley with Santa Clara, "he eloquently discussed the importance of
theological education being in the real
world, with the rest of the academy."
Manuel first met Fr. Nicolas almost
15 years ago, and said on this visit he
was struck by how youthful and energetic the superior general is. "He enjoys
being with people, and at the same time
is remarkably understated and humble,"
Manuel said. "And he speaks to the issues
of our times with clarity of purpose as he
focuses on God and the world's greatest
needs." Christine Cole GI>

RANKINGS

Bang for the buck
SCU named one of the
country's best values.

S

anta Clara University remains
one of the country's best
values in private universities, according to the latest ranking
by Kiplinger'sPersonalFinance
Magazine. In its annual report,
the magazine named Santa Clara
University 43rd in best value among
private universities nationwide.
Released in January, the annual
survey, "Best Values in Private
Colleges," ranks the top 50 private
universities and the top 50 liberal
arts colleges by reviewing more
than 600 private institutions and
measuring academic quality and
affordability for 2009. Santa Clara,
one of seven Jesuit schools named,
is in good company with Boston
College, Georgetown, Gonzaga,
Loyola College of Maryland,
Marquette University, and Xavier
University. CC GI>

More than 1 million served

Songs from the missions
any Santa Clarans might be surprised to learn
that Mission Santa Clara de Asfs harbors a
rich musical history .of its own, going back to
the days of Padre Junfpero Serra. "Mission Road" (VVarner

M

Classics, 2008), the new CD by the San Francisco-based men's
chorale Chanticleer, recreates the lush sounds of the music that
once wafted through the Mission walls into the gardens. This disc
by the Grammy Award-winning group is a compilation of liturgical pieces culled from the archives of the Bancroft Library and
mission collections from Mexico City and California, including our
own Santa Clara University archives. Four of the 11 selections are
traced back to the liturgical life of the Santa Clara Mission.

Some of the music has no
attribution, but the pieces by
Friar Juan Bautista Sancho,
to whom the "Misa en Sol" is
credited, have a provenance
that is both classical Spain
(Mallorca, to be exact) and native California, and the result is a
mixture of plainchant, Spanish baroque, and mordent though
also joyful ornamentation reflecting the musical practices of the
native peoples. In the stunning "Alleluia and Veni Sancte Spiritus"
for Pentecost, composed for Santa Clara, a drum marks the
passage from the plaintive tones of the "Alleluia" to the more
baroque sounds of the Pentecost sequence. My favorite selection is "Para Dar Luz lnmortal, Gozos para Sr. Sn. Jose," a
beguiling melodic chant in praise of Saint Joseph. It would make
a splendid processional piece even today. Paul Crowley, S.J.
_
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By the time you read this, odds
are that a million people will have
passed through the doors of the
Harrington Learning Commons,
Sobrato Technology Center, and
Orradre Library. When the new
building celebrated its one-year
anniversary in March, the gate
count already stood at 885,104
visitors. Chief Information Officer
Ron Danielson says that while
there aren't comparable annual
figures for the old library, he
estimates that's about double
annual library use during recent
years. SBS

hen the landmark
Harrington Learning
Commons, Sobrato
Technology Center, and
Orradre Library opened in March
2008, greeting visitors in the covered
atrium was a new one-ton bronze
sculpture as well. The six-foot-tall
"Books," perched atop a granite pedestal, was created by
• : and selected for installation in
a juried competition. Munson, 25,
completed a double degree in studio
art and marketing-the latter being a
useful skill for an artist setting out to
make her way in the world.
It was while studying sculpture
that
with Professor • lmlli!!lil!~
Munson created the wooden model
for "Books" from a single redwood
board. To have a bronze cast made,
she hauled the model to a foundry
in Monterey. That's where she was
when she received a phone call
from Hernandez asking where her
model was-since the judging for the
competition was going to take place
within the hour. Munson won't say
how fast she drove, but she did make
it back in time with the model.
As for the books in the sculpture,
their pages are blank-for viewers
to read or write their own stories,
Munson says. And the books in her
sculpture are emblematic of the lessons that have shaped her, inside
and outside the classroom. Plus,
she admits, "Everywhere I've lived,
I always seem to have disheveled
stacks of books." SBS

Kim Munson'OBand
hersculpture"Books"
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Endingthe witch hunt

Why the outrage? ."The U.S. Treasury bought $40 billion in
preferred stock from AIG .... One of the terms was that the CEO and the
CFO had to rene~otiate thei_r•pa.ypackages. The problem is they forgot
about t~e _tradersm Greenwich, the financial products unit. That's like
renegonatmg George Steinbrenner's contract and forgetting about A-Rod."

In California's Kern County in the '80s, fear over child
molestation led to a wave of prosecutions of innocent
parents. A new documentary tells how it happenedand how the Northern California Innocence Project
helped free a man after nearly 20 years in prison.

SCU Ass~ciate Professor of Law Stephen F. Diamond on Apr. 14 in the Ethics at Noon
program _AIGBonuses, Contractual Obligations, and Executive Compensation: Are
There Ethical Standards for Pay?"

LAW

Victory on one count
Winning moot-court team
takes its case to The Hague.

C

all them the finest in
America-North and South.
When the dust cleared in
February, a team of Santa Clara law
students bested their peers from eight
law schools to win an international
moot-court competition based on the
International Criminal Court (ICC).
The competition was hosted by Pace
University Law School in New York.
The team-Ann Marie Ursini J.D.
'09, Brandon Douglass J.D. '10,
and Adam Birnbaum J.D. '09-was
coached by Associate Professor of
Law Beth Van Schaack and earned
praise for its "devastating" arguments.
Douglass was named best oralist in the
final round of the competition, when
Haranguersin The Hague:Birnbaum,coach
VanSchaack,Douglass,
andUrsini

Santa Clara defeated a team from Yale
University to win top honors.
The SCU team also earned a spot
in the international competition at the
ICC in The Hague in mid-February,
competing against teams from Ireland,
India, Russia, and elsewhere.
The SCU team came within a hair's
breadth-four points out of an ultimate
total of 400-of making it into the
final round. Australia's Bond University
came away with top accolades. The
SCU team was heartbroken that they
didn't make it into the finals. But No, 4
on the planet isn't too shabby,
While they were making history,
the team also met up with alumni
working in international criminal law
in The Hague: Elizabeth Wheeler
J.D. '05 and Christine Keller J.D.
'07, assistant legal officers in the
chambers of the ICC; and Elia De
Luca '02, J.D. '06, law clerk with
the office of Peter McCloskey J.D.
'80, a prosecutor of the International
Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia. SBS G

Derailingdictators: MarioJoseph

A fierce voice amid
threats to his own life
Alexander Law Prize honors
Haitian human rights attorney.

M

ario Joseph is one of
Haiti's most influential
and respected human rights
attorneys. For more than a decade, he
has served in Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
as managing attorney and chief trial
lawyer at the Bureau des Avocats
lnternationaux (BAI), which takes on
prominent human rights cases representing political prisoners and victims
of political violence in a battle to fairly
apply Haiti's justice system for the
country's poor majority. And in March
he was presented with SCU School
of Law's 2009 Katharine and George
Alexander Law Prize.
The prize recognizes a member of
the worldwide legal community who
has used his or her skills, knowledge,
and abilities to correct an injustice in a
significant manner. Indeed, Joseph has
endured personal threats and political
pressure from Haiti's former dictatorship. Santa Clara Law Dean Donald
Polden lauded Joseph as a "fierce voice
calling for justice amid threats to his
own life."
Under Joseph's leadership, the BAI
has trained Haitian lawyers who are
now judges, prosecutors, and high
Ministry of Justice officials.
Joseph was the lead lawyer for
the victims in the prosecution of the
BAI's most successful case, the trial
of dozens of perpetrators of the
Raboteau Massacre, a 1994 attack
on a pro-democracy neighborhood
by the de facto dictatorship's top
military and paramilitary leaders.
Deborah Lohse

W

hen John Stoll received the
letter that began his journey
to freedom, he almost didn't
answer it. By the time the questionnaire from the Northern California
Innocence Project (NCIP) arrived in his
cell, Stoll had already served 17 years
of a 40-year sentence for crimes he did
not commit. It was getting harder and
harder to be optimistic about a reversal
of fortune.
"I just thought it was another one
of those do-gooder outfits-you pour
your guts out to them, then they left
you," Stoll, 65, says. In spite of those
reservations, Stoll filled out the forms
the Santa Clara University-based NCIP
had sent him. He's glad he did.
Project attorneys and SCU law faculty members Kathleen M. "Cookie"
Ridolfi, Linda Starr, and Jill Kent led
the fight to overturn Stall's child molestation convictions, freeing him in 2004
after almost 20 years behind bars.
Stoll and the NCIP's experience
is at the heart of a new documentary,
"Witch Hunt." The film tells the story
of dozens of lives, like Stoll's, shattered
by a series of wrongful convictions for
child molestation in Bakersfield, Calif.,
in the 1980s.
"Witch Hunt" discovers the terrible
toll these cases had on the children as

Exonerators:
Fromleft,SCUlaw facultyLindaStarr,
CookieRidolfi,andJill Kent

well. Coaxed by authorities
into testifying against Stoll
and others-sometimes
against their own parentsabout acts that never
occurred, the children were
wracked with guilt for years.
Now in their late twenties and early thirties, they
tell stories of alcohol and
drug addiction, mistrust of
authority, even an aversion
to touching their own children for fear of accusations
coming against them.
The film's directors,
Dana Nachman and Don
Hardy, were journalists
working for KNTY, the
Exonerated:
JohnStoll,seated,with filmmakersNachmanandHardy
San Francisco Bay Area's
California Theatre in February. As the
NBC television station,
credits rolled, they, as well as the filmwhen they began looking for a subject
makers, took the stage. The capacity
to highlight the Innocence Project's
crowd was on its feet, cheering.
work. Nachman and Hardy won an
Stoll, dressed in jeans and cowboy
Emmy Award for their television
boots, his hair pulled back in a ponyreports on Stoll. But they learned about
tail, was handed a microphone. "They
the many ochers wrongfully convicted
lied to me," Stoll said, recalling his first
and knew they needed a bigger screen
meeting with Nachman and Hardy.
to tell that story.
"They told me this would be a little
Nachman and Hardy spent parts of
documentary." The audience laughed
the next four years filming and editing
as well. They understood there was no
"Witch Hunt." They made countless
longer anything "little" about this film.
trips to Kern County, even traveled
"Witch Hunt" went on to win the
across the country to interview those
Cinequest Audience Award for Best
involved in the cases. Their work
Documentary. The film's television
eventually attracted the attention of
rights were also purchased by MSNBC
Oscar-winning actor Sean Penn, who
Films and began airing on the cable
signed on as narrator and executive
network in April, and it is now
producer. The film made its world
available on DVD. So far more than
premiere at the Toronto International
3 million people have seen the film.
Film Festival in September 2008 and
Garvin Thomas Snell G
its Bay Area premiere at the 2009
Cinequest Film Festival.
Many of the exonerees profiled in
W EE\ C LU S IVE S
the film, including John Stoll, attended
Read more about the film at
the film's screening at San Jose's
santaclaramagazine.com.
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Would you pull the switch?
Psychologist Jerry Burger recreates a controversial experiment
from decades ago-and learns some disturbing lessons.

I

n summer 2005 ABC News
"Primetime" approached SCU
Professor of Psychology Jerry
Burger with a proposal: replicate
one of psychology's most controversial experiments-Stanley Milgram's
obedience studies in the early 1960s.
Participants were told that in another
room was a person taking a memo1y
test. Every time the test taker got
a wrong answer, the participants
were asked to administer increasingly powerful electric shocks.
The shocks were fake, but the
participants pulling the switch
didn't know that. Despite hearing cries of pain, complaints
about heart problems, and, ultimately, eerie silence, 65 percent
of the participants heeded a man
in a lab coat and continued raising the shocks to the generator's
top capacity-450 volts.
"Ordinary people, simply
doing their jobs, and without
any particular hostility on their
part, can become agents in a terrible
destructive process," Milgram wrote of
his studies in the 1960s.
Has that changed in the years since?
When ABC producers approached
Burger in 2005, the torture of prisoners in Iraq's Abu Ghraib was fresh in
people's minds.
At first, Burger balked at the
proposal. For decades Milgram's
experiments had stood not only as an
explanation for people's capacity for
cruelty, but also as an example of science gone too far.
Burger agreed to look for a compromise. He scrutinized the experimentwhich he first learned of in high school
government class. His solution: Stop
the process at 150 volts, the point at
which Milgram's participants heard the

test taker plead "Get me out of here. I
told you I had heart trouble. My heart's
starting to bother me ... I refuse to go
on. Let me our!"
Burger saw this as the point of no
return. If someone continued to shock
despite such a protest, it could be reasonably assumed they would carry on
until the end. Indeed, nearly 80 percent
of Milgram's participants who crossed
this line went all the way.

Grim conclusions
Burger spent a year in preparation and
planning. In the end, the results looked
a lot like Milgram's.
Seventy percent of Burger's
participants passed the 150-volt
threshold-compared
to 82 percent
in Milgram's study, statistically an
insignificant difference.

i
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The results didn't surprise Burger.
Personal differences, he says, are less
important than the power of the
situation. In an unfamiliar setting, the
participants looked to the lone authority figure and only source of information for guidance: the "scientist" who
pushed them to administer gradually
increasing voltages.
"It's not that they're bad people,"
Burger says. "It's that we put them in a
situation that made it very easy for bad
things to happen."
The 2007 ABC broadcast on the
experiments received a lot of attention;
the announcement of the January 2009
publication of the experiment's results
in the journal AmericanPsychologist
even more so.
The waves of reporters started
calling as Burger prepared a holiday
meal with his in-laws in Pomona.
They didn't stop for days as newspapers, television stations, and radio
shows around the world fixated on
the forthcoming findings.
The New YorkTimesran an
op-ed on Dec. 29 on Burger's
update of Milgram, advocating
both be broadly taught. "The
findings of these two experiments
should be part of the basic training
for soldiers, police officers, jailers,
and anyone else whose position
gives them the power to inflict
abuse on others," the piece said.
Burger hopes that greater awareness
helps leaders understand that situations
often dictate outcomes. In other words,
it's not enough worrying about bad
apples in places like Abu Ghraib if the
barrel is rotten.
Of the thousands of e-mails and
calls Burger received from across the
world, one stands out: an e-mail from
an instructor at the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point who was using
Burger's research to engage cadets in
lengthy discussions about the dangers
of blind obedience.
"The military leaders of the future,
they're talking about this," Burger
says. "If you're going to have an
impact, you're going to do it being
part of a dialogue that raises important
questions." Sam Scott '96 e

---1\Jew
from_SCUJaculry'

DREAM ON
In The Soviet Dream
World of Retail Trade and
Consumption in the 1930s
(Palgrave
Macmillan,
2008),
Assistant
Professor of
History Amy E.
Randall captures a fascinating moment
in Soviet
history: when
Soviet leaders
turned the corner on economic
policy and launched a campaign to create "socialist" (as
opposed to bourgeois) retailing. While the campaign wasn't
entirely an illusion-stores were
built and renovated, the retail
sector modernized-the reality
never came close to the dream,
and instead it fed discontent
and disillusionment with the
grand Soviet experiment.

MAKE ME AN OFFER!
One perception folks have of
Detroit automakers is that the
car companies have failed
to keep pace
HORSETIWIIM~
with changin th•Aa• •f Car,
ing times. In
Men in lh• Multetplace
Horse Trading

~

intheAge
ofCars:
Men in the
JTIYIIII M,GtLIH
Marketplace
(Johns
Hopkins University Press,
2008), Professor of History
Steven M. Gelber looks at
one particularly old-fashioned
aspect of the auto business:
the buying of cars through
the dark art of the haggle, a
system he calls "technically
rational but culturally exotic."
But hasn't the Internet Age
changed the system radically?
Not really.
~

WISDOM FOR
THE COUCH
Professor of
~:~-~:;~~~r Psychology
Thomas G.
Plante finds a
disconnect for
practitioners
in his field:
While most
Americans profess a belief
in God-increasingly defining themselves as spiritual
if not also religious-only a

minority of mental health
professionals have any training in spiritual or religious
matters. Enter Spiritual
Practices in Psychotherapy:
Thirteen Tools for Enhancing
Psychological Health
(American Psychological
Association, 2009), which
includes guidance in how
psychologists can better understand the role that
prayer, meditation, ritual, and
concepts such as sacredness
and social justice can be integrated in therapy for clients of
particular faith traditions.

CRYSTALLIZATION
POWER
For researchEngaging
ers in fields
Crystalliz.1lion
in
Qualitati1~
,.,,_ Resea!UIsuch as
ethnography, there
are insights
revealed by
patterns and
!! conceptual
l.araL~
analysis. And
there are truths revealed only
in the evocative details of
personal narratives, poetry,
and art. Put the approaches
together-telling and showing-and a more meaningful
picture emerges. "In postmodernist mixed-genre texts,
we do not triangulate, we
crystallize," writes Associate
Professor of Communication
Laura L. Ellingson. In
Engaging Crystallization in
Qualitative Research: An
Introduction (Sage, 2009), she
maps the three-dimensional
terrain she'd like to see other
scholars join her in exploringand how.

PIECES OF EIGHT
It was June
1748 when
a British
warship
~-.:~~~.J
captained by
Sir Francis
Drake's
brother
captured a
Spanish galleon carrying 60,000 pieces of
eight. But the treasure never
made it back to England; both
ships ran aground a few weeks
later. That's only the beginning of the story Associate
Professor of Anthropology
Russell K. Skowronek

tells in HMS Fowey Lost
and Found: Being the
Discovery, Excavation, and
Identification of a British
Man-of-War Lost off the
Cape of Florida in 1748
(University Press of Florida,
2009). The book is co-written
by George R. Fischer, founder
of the underwater archaeology
program for the National Park
Service. After the wreck of the
Fowey was discovered in 1978
by a treasure hunter in the
waters of Biscayne National
Park, the ensuing court battle
determined that the wreck
was public property, and both
Fischer and Skowronek were
involved in the excavation.

LAW AND ORDER:
BOURBON MADRID
Assistant Professor of History
Fabio T. LopezLazaro has
analyzed more
than 3,000 cases
from Spain's
civil and criminal
courts in the
18th century and
explored representations of
crime in popular culture, from
theater to prose to ballads
sung by Madrid's Confraternity
of Blind Men. The result, Crime
in Early Bourbon Madrid
(1708-1808): An Analysis of
the Royal Judicial Court's
Casebook (Edwin Mellen
Press, 2008), gives new understanding to broader social
structures as well as judicial
processes of the period.

LIVING IN
TWO NATIONS
More than a century after
Chinese immigrants began
to build enclave communities
,,_,-.
throughout the
borderlands of
the Southwest,
Culturing
Interface
NAFTA brought
---a new wave
of immigrants
from China
and Taiwan to
staff scores of Taiwaneseowned maqui/adoras. In
Culturing Interface: Identity,
Communication, and
Chinese Transnationalism
(Peter Lang Publishing,
2008), Assistant Professor
of Communication Hsin-1
Cheng explores the lives of
four women who inhabit the

-·-
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El Paso-Juarez border. She
looks at how they craft identities
through the economic, political, and social aspects of their
cross-border lives.

CALCULATING MINDS
Last fall, Gerald L.
Alexanderson, Valeriote
Professor of Science, celebrated
50 years teaching at SCU-and
he published the second edition of Mathematical People:
Profiles and Interviews (AK
Peters, 2008), co-edited with
Donald J. Albers. The collection of in-depth interviews with
mathematicians who have
shaped the field of mathematics in the past
century-from
Garret Birkhoff
~ to Stanislaw M.
Ulam to SCU's
own Paul
R. Halmos.
Interviews and biographies have
been updated with notes to
cover events since 1985, when
the first edition was published.
Alexanderson was chair of the
Department of Mathematics
and Computer Science for 35
years, is past president of the
Mathematical Association of
America, and is a former editor
of Mathematics Magazine.
Compiled by Alicia K. Gonzales
and Steven Boyd Saum
Hear SCU faculty read
and discuss their books at
santaclaramagazine.com.
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items, making containers
and utensils from biodegradable cornstarch. "All chese
pieces are really, for university
environments, cutting-edge,"
Using local vendors
Landau says.
can decrease the carbon
Erin Hughes '10 says she
footprint, but even buyhas noticed che efforts. "It's
ing beef locally can't
what we're moving coward,
erase che environmental
"Opening ~P
so I don't mind spending
impact exacted by the
a can, openmg
more money co support the
standard methods of
up a box is
changes," she says.
raising and processTo help educate and offer
ing cattle. So a true
standard. We
healchand environmentallylow-carbon diet means
don't do that
conscious
guidance, icons
reducing meat and
and never have."
mark selections as low-fat,
dairy consumption. So
vegan, farm co fork (minimalthere are low-carbon options,
ly processed, seasonal ingredients purlike vegetarian and vegan entrees.
chased from local farmers), organic (95
Jason Landau is assistant general
percent organically produced ingredimanager of dining services. He says that
ents), and Seafood Watch (seafood chat
elsewhere, "Opening up a can, opening
meets che Monterey Bay Aquarium's
up a box is standard. We don't do chat
guidelines for sustainable seafood). Eric
and never have." At SCU, the emphasis
Bybee '10 says he notices, too, chough
is on cooking from scratch to minimize
if it weren't for che signs, he wouldn't
processed foods, batch cooking to
give much chought to where lunch
minimize waste, reducing individual
comes from. "Food is food," he says.
packaging and, for the grab-and-go

Sustainable sustenance

Tops in conference:
the Big Man
and the Rookie

E

I

twas a men's basketball season for
the record books. While it had its
ups and downs for the team, which
went 16-17 overall, for a pair of players in particular it was something truly
special: Senior John Bryant and freshman Kevin Foster earned accolades
as best in the West Coast Conference
(WCC). And by some counts, Bryant's
the best in the country.

center John Bryant
from racking up a
season chat earned
him WCC Player of
the Year and a place
Kevin Foster '12
in basketball history
Guard
at SCU. He's now the
Hometown:
Mary's, assessed,
top blocker ever. And he passed
Katy, Texas
"He is arguably the
Kurt Rambis '80 chis season
Major: business
best center in the
co land in the No. 2 spot for
HeighVweight:
country."
6'2"/210 lbs
rebounds.
Next up: pro
The Big Man
FRESHMAN SEASON
In che WCC, Bryant led in
RECORDS
ball stateside or in
They double-teamed him, they tripleall games in field goal percentPoints: No. 1 (486)
Europe. Stay tuned.
teamed him, but that didn't stop 6' 11"
age, total rebounds, both
Three-pointers
defensive and offensive
attempted: No. 1 (232)
The Rookie •
Three-pointers made:
rebounds, and blocked
Freshman Kevin
No. 1 (85)
shots. He was No. 3 in
Foster landed a
scoring. He racked up 27
couple of spots in
rebounds in one game, against
the SCU record books this season as
San Diego in the WCC tourney.
well: He beat Rambis' freshman record
"His numbers are off the charts
for points scored on Feb. 21 against
in recent Bay Area history," the
University of San Francisco. (Alas,
Oakland Tribune wrote.
the Dons won that one in overtime.)
Bryant is the first player in
Earlier in the season Foster broke the
Bronco history co
SCU freshman school record (held
score 1,600+ points,
by Steve Nash '96) for three-pointers
John Bryant '09
gather 1,100+
made. He shared WCC Co-Newcomer
Center
rebounds, and block
of the Year laurels with T.J. Campbell
Hometown:
200+ shoes. He led
of University of Portland.
San Pablo, Calif.
the nation in douIn a pair of games against rival St.
Major: sociology
ble- doublesMary's, Foster scored 57 points total.
HeighVweight:
meaning he racked
Asked if he wasn't concerned about fac6'11 "/275 lbs
up
double
digits
in
ing Patty Mills, a St. Mary's player and
BRONCO RECORDS
a pair of categories
key member of the Australian national
Career blocks:
in any one game.
No. 1 (241)
team during the Beijing Olympics,
Over at SI.com he
Career rebounds:
Foster said after one game, "I've gone
No. 2 (1,115), behind
was esteemed "best
up against a couple of NBA players
Dennis Awtrey '70
defensive rebounder
myself
.... I was chinking about playing
(1,135)
in the country."
my own game and crying co win."
Single-season blocks:
Stanford's head
No. 1 (79)
Fellow Bronco freshmen James
Single-season
coach, Johnny
Rahon and Marc Trasolini joined
rebounds: No. 1 (430)
Dawkins, called
Foster as members of the five-member
Bryant "one of the
All-WCC Freshman team. SBS e
most dominant big
men I've seen in years." Randy
Bennett, head coach of rival St.
EE\ C Lu s l VE s

Elw

withJohn Bryantappears
in the Winter2008 SCM. Find it at
santaclaramagazine.com.

nvironmentally sensitive menus.
Low-carbon options. Sustainable
seafood. Biodegradable packaging. A Market Square of food options,
including Pastapalooza and Mongolian
Grill. Custom-made sushi at the
Mission Bakery. When it comes to
food, returning alumni notice a few
changes from their days as students. For
that matter, current students have seen
changes in the last few years, too.
Bon Appetit, the University's onsite
restaurant company, has earned kudos
for sustainable practices-including a
goal for each of its chefs to procure a
minimum of 30 percent of their produce
locally. The Bay Areas bounty means
SCU's Executive Chef Mike Brinkmann
usually can far exceed chat goal.
"Local produce and meats are more
flavorful," Brinkmann says. And that
translates into better-tasting mealsthough they might cost a little more.

Anne Federwisch ®)

I
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What happens to food-and
packaging-that gets thrown
away on campus? This
spring, Lindsey Cromwell
'04, sustainability coordinator in SCU's Officeof
Sustainability,directed a
"waste characterization"a.k.a. a trash audit: handsorting the waste in the
compactor behind the
Benson facilityto log the
contents. The audit is a
preliminarystep to a future
composting program and
the eventual move to a
zero-waste dining facilityin
which all refuse is diverted
from landfillsand instead
recycled (cardboard packaging), reused (china and
silverware),or rerouted to
compost (food scraps). AF

A boxable feast

here do your fruits and veggies
come from? Subscribers to
community supported agriculture (CSA)
deliveries at SCU know the answer to
that: Catalan's Laughing Onion Farm in Hollister, which
delivers boxes of organic produce to campus every
other Wednesday from September through June.
Winter bounty includes licorice-scented fennel, broccoli,
• kale, golden beets, red cabbage, yellow onions, bunches
of chard, fragrant green garlic, leaf lettuce, and romaine.
Spring brings bright, sweet strawberries, while summer and
fall feature juicy red tomatoes and crisp cobs of corn.
The taste and variety of the produce are only part of the
appeal of the CSA, says Laurie Laird '87, associate director
of the lgnatian Center for Jesuit Education and coordinator
of
the
program.
Participants are drawn by their desire to eat locally
Christmas
in April:
and
organically,
to
feel a greater connection to where their food comes
SeniorsandCSA
subscribers
AllieDunn, from, and to support the farmer. Plus, opening the box is like getting a surprise
BethTellman,
and
Christmas present, says Maggie Spicer '07, who was a CSA member while at
Francesca
McKenzie Santa Clara. As a student, Spicer participated in a trip to help plant tomatoes
at the farm, and in her senior year she compiled an e-newsletter for Laughing
Onion Farm. Spicer, who now lives in Nashville, Tenn., has worked in a variety of
Find out more about
vocational and avocational positions dealing with food and sustainability since graduating.
the CSA program at
Farmer Marfa Ines Catalan is a single mother and former farmworker. She started the farm
santaclaramagazine.com.
16 years ago and now runs it with her daughter, three sons, and their families. AF G>
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E

ven before he began serving as president in
January, Michael Engh, S.]., put a premium
on listening. On Friday, April 24, he was
formally inaugurated as the 28th President of Santa
Clara University and welcomed to the SCU family.
Officially invested with the office of president and
wearing the chain bearing the University seal about
his shoulders, he reminded those assembled, "You
may honor a new president, bur we celebrate Santa
Clara University."
He expressed thanks and then, in his inaugural
address, posed a few questions, including: "What
better use of our talents can there be than to engage
minds, hearts, and consciences on behalf of human
dignity and the common good of our planet?" In
recalling the ideals that shape Santa Clara, Fr. Engh
offered a vision that seems well tuned to the historic
moment.

A LITURGY
FOR THE FRONTIER
Two days of inauguration festivities began April 23
with a late-afternoon inaugural Mass in the Mission
Church. The service was grand in scope, sweetly personal, and brightened by moments of levity. Bishop
Patrick McGrath of the Diocese of San Jose was the
principal celebrant. John McGarry, S.J., provincial
of the California Province of the Society of Jesus,
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delivered the homily and co-celebrated the Mass, along
INAUGURATION DAY
with Fr. Engh; Gerdenio M. "Sonny" Manuel, S.J.,
The inauguration ceremony on the morning of April
rector of the Santa Clara Jesuit Community; and Kevin
24 began with the grand academic procession, led by
F. Burke, S.]., acting president of the Jesuit School of
SCU's longest-tenured professor, Victor Vari, bearing
Theology at Berkeley. The liturgy included a Missionthe University mace. And what a procession: hundreds
era chalice from the de Saisset Museum, a century-old
of faculty in academic robes and the colored hoods of
chalice from Fr. Engh's mother's family, and a chalice
their disciplines, the ROTC color guard, delegates from
created for his ordination as a priest in 1981.
dozens of universities, and flags from every Jesuit college
"To serve is what counts," Fr. McGarry said in the
and university in the United States.
homily. He recalled that the University was founded
For the invocation, Rabbi Gary Greenebaum entreatin the first place because the Jesuits served by coming
ed, "This school of higher learning-may it always have
to the frontier of California. "Where is the frontier in
as well a higher calling." As the California provincial, Fr.
the mission of Santa Clara University today?" he said.
McGarry was charged with "missioning" Fr. Engh to his
"Where is the frontier for you, Mike, as you live from
post. "During this challenging time in history, the comthe gospel you preach, as you take up the mantle of
mitment of the Society of Jesus to the work of higher
leadership as President of this institution? (You don't
education at Santa Clara is more important than ever,"
have to answer that right now!) I suspect
Fr. McGarry said. "Knowing of Father Engh's
the answers to those questions will unfold
deep concern for Catholic higher education, I
in the months and years to come."
am happy to entrust this mission to him."
At the conclusion of the Mass, Bishop
The official investiture was performed
"You may
McGrath drew chuckles from the conby A.C. "Mike" Markkula Jr., chairman of
honor a
gregation when he noted that normally
SCU's Board of Trustees, assisted by Professor
president, but
the bishop would have the last word.
Robert Pinocchio Jr., vice chair of the Board.
we celebrate
"But being that this is a Jesuit celebraMarkkula placed the University chain and
Santa Clara
tion, I know that's impossible," he said.
medallion around the neck of Fr. Engh. Then,
A smiling Fr. Engh took the podium
University."
bearing that symbol of his role, President
and acknowledged the origins of the colEngh delivered an inaugural address that
lege. He turned toward Bishop McGrath
spoke of building a future in ways large and
and said, "It was your predecessor, Jose
small, for short term and for a future not our
Alemany, that gave us a dilapidated misown. He envisioned the University as a chamsion. We've done the best we could with what we got."
pion for environmental justice. "We must strategically
The Mass was followed by a reception in the
link our long-term commitment to justice to the growUniversity's Mission Gardens. Later, at a President's
ing efforts to protect our environment and ensure a
Club Dinner, Santa Clara student Hector Vega '10
sustainable future for all God's people, and for all God's
spoke about the experiences that brought him to Santa
planet," he said. By the time he finished, the air was
Clara three years ago and how the community-based
electric. (Read Fr. Engh's remarks in their entirety on
learning opportunities in particular have transformed
the following pages.)
him. Born in northern Mexico, Vega didn't speak
The SCU Chamber Singers sang the ''Alma Mater,"
English until his family moved to San Jose in 2001;
and former California Provincial Terrance Mahan,
he came to Santa Clara bearing a National Merit
S.J.-who also taught Fr. Engh as an undergraduateScholarship but without the documents to make him a
offered the benediction. Then, once more, the orchestra:
U.S. citizen. "It was SCU that placed a mirror in front
a triumphal march from Verdi for the recessional. On
of me and made me realize that I was worth something
the way toward the exit, the new president offered an
valuable," Vega said. "Know that your efforts carry on
enthusiastic wave to his parents.
to the people you help."
At the reception in the Malley Center guests posed
for photos with President Engh and drank sparkling
wine, and the conversations were abuzz and awonder at
how the ideas articulated in that inauguration address
would shape the University in the months and years to
come. That remains to be seen. And done. But moving
from one happy huddle to another, one opinion you
heard over and over: President Engh is the right man at
the right time for Santa Clara.
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DDRESS

PRESIDENTMICHAELE. ENGH, S.J.
Prepared remarks for the inauguration on April 24

rsHOP McGRATH,

FATHER McGARRY,

RABBI

GREENEBAUM, DISTINGUISHED GUESTS AND FRIENDS
OF THE UNIVERSITY, COLLEAGUES AND STUDENTS:

"I propose that
we become a
major center for
discussions of
environmental
justice, and
for examining
the ethical
dimensions of
how we treat the
physical world."

To begin, I wish to express gratitude to all of you gathered here today. Your presence humbles me, and I am
pleased to see the esteem with which you hold this university. You may honor a new president, but you celebrate
Santa Clara University. I welcome and thank the delegates from institutions
across American higher education. I am indebted to our loyal Trustees, Regents,
and Fellows who so generously care for this University. In particular, I want to
acknowledge the leadership of our chair of the Trustees, Mr. Mike Markkula,
who has served Santa Clara so generously.
It is also a pleasure for me to recognize numerous former colleagues from
a certain school to the south of us, some of whom have made the sacrifice of
taking two days off work to come celebrate with us. My friends from Loyola
Marymount University: Welcome to the land of the Broncos! I express my thanks,
too, to the faculty, staff, and students of Santa Clara, whom it is my pleasure now
to serve. I also want to acknowledge the presence of a mighty tribe of family and
relatives, led by my parents, Don and Marie Therese Engh.
Finally, I am indebted to someone who is not here today. My predecessor,
Fr. Paul Locatelli, led this University for twenty years with boundless energy and
a passion for justice. His vision attracted friends and benefactors whose generosity
and hard work have enabled Santa Clara to weather the economic storms of the
past six months. This week Fr. Locatelli sent greetings from his new office in
Rome and he saluted "this remarkable community committed to learning and
to advancing the moral and universal good."
Presidents, as you know, do not work in isolation. Many people provide me
support, and many more offer advice. I want to thank all those who suggested
that in this speech that I be profound, humorous, and insightful; literate, inclusive, and inspirational; respectful, aspirational, and brief

Academic procession: Delegates of colleges and universities
along with SCU faculty and students en route to the
inauguration ceremony
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GREETINGS

What I shall do is offer my vision for Santa Clara University. I shall share
with you several of the sources that inspire me to make a proposal, a special
undertaking in the sometimes contentious, always amazing enterprise we call
American Catholic higher education. I draw my insights from a poet whom I
admire, from people I have met, and a prophet that I revere. These sources of
inspiration match the aspirations of many of us for Santa Clara and for Catholic
colleges and universities.
I first turn to the American poet Mary Oliver, whose observations provide us
with an insight into what we do. Her poem is entitled "Song of the Builders."
Oliver writes:
On a summer morning
I sat down
on a hillside
to think about God a worthy pastime.
Near me, I saw
a single cricket;
it was moving the grains of the hillside
this way and that way.
How great was its energy,
how humble its effort.
Let us hope
it will always be like this,
each of us going on
in our inexplicable ways
building the universe.

President Engh: "We

at Santa Clara advance
knowledge and the
creative arts in order to
better our world."
Below: The Santa Clara

University Symphony
Orchestra
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We at Santa Clara educate in order "to build the universe." Like universities everywhere, we hone further in students their skills in critical thinking and
analysis. We encourage their joy of exploring theories and testing ideas. We challenge further their abilities to produce works of art, music, theater, and poetry.
We do so in order that students can fully engage their talents in "building the
universe." We provide a wide array of opportunities in the liberal arcs, in professional schools, and in graduate programs. We want the best for our students, and
the best from our students. We provide them an excellent education, thanks to a
dedicated faculty of distinguished teaching scholars here before us.
Like our peer institutions, we at Santa Clara advance knowledge and the
creative arts in order to better our world. We train a skilled work force for our
nation so that this country can succeed in an evermore complex global economy.
We strive to graduate students who value intellectual inquiry and who are competent in their fields of study. At Santa Clara, and in Catholic institutions of higher
learning, however, there is another animating energy at work. We hold ourselves
to an additional measure.
This added goal requires contemplation. Note how Mary Oliver began her
poem. She sat down to think about God, and her attention focused on an insect,
a cricket. She explains how time for reflection can lead us to closer observation
of our world, to a deeper consideration of what is happening around us. In religiously affiliated colleges, and in the Catholic universities with which I am most

2009

As part of the inauguration
ceremonies, President Engh
was officially welcomed
by representatives of the
SCU faculty, staff, students,
and alumni, as well as the
civic community, business
community, the poor and
marginalized, and the local
Catholic community. Here are
some excerpts.

familiar, we commit ourselves to notice all living beings, whether an insect or an
individual person. We ponder what we see and the Creator we cannot see. We
commit ourselves to create a space where we can take seriously the questions of
ultimate meaning, transcendence, spirituality, holiness.
As we build the universe, we do so conscious of our responsibility to use our
unique gifts and talents. We build with the belief that the Ultimate Other we
call God desires all humans to enjoy dignity, health, and happiness. This Lord
of Creation looks to us to construct social, economic, and political systems chat
foster human development, greater equality, a world of justice. So, we feel a
restlessness within our hearts, a dissatisfaction, when we reflect on others who live
with less and suffer more, or when we witness cruelty, injustice, or suffering.
Attentive to the needs we see, at a Jesuit university we set ourselves this other
goal. We teach ethics, so that students and faculty together reflect on justice or
on its absence. Across the curriculum, in the classroom and beyond, we engage
in that moral questioning that leads to protecting the weak and guiding the strong to right
action. Happily, this university has earned a
"In the classroom
distinguished record for teaching ethics and
and beyond, we
promoting social justice. Santa Clara grounds
its commitment to ethics and justice in its
engage in that
Catholic intellectual heritage. We welcome,
moral questioning
however, everyone who shares our concerns
that leads to
for moral reckoning and our attention to the
protecting the
neediest in society.
weak
and guiding
In our ethical reflection we consider the
the strong to
needs of our world. We see with increasing clarright action."
ity the fragility of our planet: the depletion of
the soil, the destruction of its forests, and the
pollution of air and water. Probing more deeply
into these issues, we learn that the poorest of
the poor suffer the most. They lack the resources and access to basic necessities
when the natural world is so corrupted. And we might ask ourselves: Who hears
the voice of the needy and listens to their concerns about exploited lands and
economies? Who is the voice for the defense of the assaulted world? Who trains
the leaders we need to understand the intricacies of biodiversity and who are also
equipped to discern the ethical dimensions of their decisions? Who, indeed?
Santa Clara University is uniquely positioned to make a significant contribution to achieving a more just and sustainable future. I propose that we become a
major center for discussions of environmental justice, and for examining the ethical dimensions of how we treat the physical world. I believe we can lead in the
development and promotion of practices, businesses, and technologies that will
ensure a viable and just future for all.
We are blessed by our location. As the Jesuit University of the Silicon Valley,
we can lead and participate in the valley's fast-growing interest in sustainability,
green energy, and environmental protection. We can partner with institutions and
corporations with the potential to solve the world's problems through invention
and innovation of all kinds. The value-added element that Santa Clara can and
should bring to this "Green Wave" is the voice of environmental ethics, built on
theological and philosophical foundations that are fundamental to our Catholic,
Jesuit tradition.
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As a teaching scbolm; you
have engaged in scbolarsbip
that rejlects the interests
and passions of many faculty
here at SCU.
KIERAN SULLIVAN, Associate

Professor, SCU Department of
Psychology

Amidst tbe uncertainty of our
economy and tbe continuing
endeavors for justice and solidarity, Father Engh bas tirelessly
worked to find ways to provide
more financial-aid opportunities
for students and made himself
available to meet with any student about bis or ber concerns
with staying at SCU.
RACHEL MANFRE '09, President,

SCU Associated Students

The fusion of govern 111entservice and outstanding education
makes Santa Clara, both tbe
city and tbe University, two of
the best places on Earth. As an
alumna of the University and
a lifelong resident of the city, I
can personally attest to that fact.
Eve,yone here can trust tbatajter all, I am both a politician
and a lawyer.
PATRICIA MAHAN J.D. '80,

Mayor of the City of Santa Clara

Father Engh, in go-go Silicon
Valley, help your students and
our leaders to act justly. Help -ds
to rem.ember that who we are is
not tbeface we show in public,
but the deeds we do when no
one is around.
CARL GUARDINO, CEO,

Silicon Valley Leadership Group
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I believe that Santa Clara can and should lead in initiatives for just
environmental policies and practices. We already are using ethics language "to
frame responses to environmental problems." Catholic social and environmental
teaching has broadened our understanding of our "social responsibility for the
economically marginalized." 1 Drawing on this intellectual heritage, we must now
strategically link our long commitment ro justice to the growing efforts to protect
our environment and ensure a sustainable future for all.
Santa Clara is an ideal environment for this initiative. Here we can sort
through complex issues and debate vigorously the
tough trade-offs and decisions our society must
make. We bring an intellectual rigor to such dia"Santa Clara
logue because of our strength in law, engineering,
University can
business, the sciences, philosophy, and theology.
make major
I see an immense opportunity for Santa Clara to
contributions
champion environmental justice, and to do so
for our country,
explicitly for the sake of and alongside the poorest
for our world,
in our world.
There is a reason I say "alongside the poor."
and for coming
Permit me a few moments of personal recollecgenerations, for
tions. Since my sabbatical in 2000, my thinking
'a future not
has shifted dramatically because of situations in
our own. '"
which I have lived, and people I have met. I recall
the faces and voices of persons in Dolores Mission
parish in East Los Angeles situated amidst the
largest public housing west of the Mississippi. There I heard on a quiet Sunday
afternoon the shots that killed a young girl and a teenaged gang member. There,
two impish altar boys served my Masses: one since murdered in a gang-related
crime, the other now in prison. There, I was welcomed and embraced by parishioners who shared their stories, their struggles, and their hopes for their children.
Other encounters followed that broadened my horizons. Graduate students
in crowded Chinese universities longed to know more about the philosophy of
Thomas Aquinas and his arguments for a life of virtue and the common good.
The shoe-shine boys, like young Rodrigo, spoke of working full-time on the
streets of Quito, from age 6. In El Salvador, other people like Edith, Rosa, and
Leo shared the stories of their life journeys amidst poverty and violence. And lest
you think that I revel in depressing experiences, let me add that in every one of
these situations I have found an amazing human resilience. Again and again, people manifested remarkable hope, an ability to express joy, to delight in humor, to
revel in song, to laugh and joke across language barriers and cultural differences.
I mention these encounters because of the opportunities available to every one
of us. Meeting others allows people to open the doors to their world, to invite
us in, and to teach us what they know from their experience. We can gain rich
insights into the human spirit, the economies we create, and the natural environment we inhabit. Studying and reflecting alongside the poor will touch our hearts
and open our minds to broader realities.
Conscious of the needs of others, I propose that Santa Clara undertake a
major effort on behalf of our environment and its just use. We can develop programs and research out of our contacts with those whom we encounter and the
world they show us. This interaction will further animate the solid programs, faculty research, and student service that already link justice and the environment.
(Let me cite a few examples, and I ask the faculty's forbearance; please do not take

Center stage: Flanked
by banners from every
Jesuit university in the
United States, beneath
flags from every country
that is home to a Jesuit
institution of higher
education

1. See "The Greening of American Catholicism: Identity, Conversion, and Continuity" by Keith Douglas Warner,
O.F.M., in Religion and American Culture: A Journal of Interpretation, vol. 18, No. 1: 113-42. Warner is a lecturer
in religious studies at SCU and assistant director for education at the Center for Science, Technology & Society.
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it amiss ifI do not mention your program!) We can build further upon the accomplishments of our Environmental Studies Institute and our Office of Sustainability.
We can strengthen our three centers of distinction to engage us further in national
and international discussions about sustainability and the moral imperative of stewardship. We can draw more deeply upon engaged pedagogy and community-based
learning that gives students direct contact with people and issues off campus. Such
grassroots' participation enriches Santa Clara's ability to become a major center for
study and debate about development, the environment, and justice.
Let me close with a final reflection, one associated with a prophet. Archbishop
Oscar Romero of El Salvador was killed almost 30 years ago because he spoke
for the poor of his country. He took a long view of the issues he faced, a perspective that appeals to my historian's heart. He rooted that viewpoint in his religious
faith, which appeals to me as a priest. He spoke often of what educators know
from their experience of teaching, and he echoes Mary Oliver's reflections on
building the universe. I quote from what is known as the "Romero Prayer":
"This is what we are about. We plant the seeds that one day will grow. We
water seeds already planted, knowing that they hold future promise. We lay
foundations that will need further development. We provide yeast that produces
effects, far beyond our capabilities. We cannot do everything, and there is a sense
of liberation in realizing that. This [realization] enables us to do something, and
to do it very well. It may be incomplete, but it is a beginning, a step along the
way, an opportunity for the Lord's grace to enter and do the rest. We may never
see the end results, but that is the difference between the master builder and the
workers. We are workers, not master builders, ministers, not messiahs. We are
prophets of a future not our own."
Teachers and students, trustees and alumni, parents and friends of Santa Clara:
We can do something here, and we can do it very well. Of that I am certain. Very
certain. Thriving in rigorous study, research, dialogue, and reflection, we can lead
in creative efforts for justice for all of God's creation. Santa Clara University can
make major contributions for our country, for our world, and for coming generations, for "a future not our own." Embracing our responsibilities, let each of us
"in our inexplicable ways" commit to creating a more just and sustainable world.
What better use of our talents can there be than to engage minds, hearts, and
consciences on behalf of human dignity and the common good of our planet?
Thank you very much, and God bless Santa Clara. e
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28 presidents

of the
University since its founding

80 countries

home to
Santa Clara grads

158 years ago that SCU
opened its doors
469

years since the founding
of the Society of Jesus

8,592
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service to the University
by current staff

74,922
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See an inauguration video, photo slideshow,
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estled between the Gabilan
Mountains and the Pacific Ocean,
California's Salinas Valleynourished by rich soils deposited by
ancient rivers-is one of the most fertile
regions on Earth. Most of the plots are still brown in
late winter, but if you look closely, you can see hints of
green, early markers of the bounty that is to come.
"That's romaine lettuce," says Joe Pezzini
MBA '83, the vice president of operations
for Castroville-based Ocean Mist Farms,
pointing to a field dotted with tiny leaves
just poking through the soil. "It's still very
young. We just planted it." Come summer,
he knows, the young lettuce and spinach
and broccoli will all have reached their full
measure, giving rise to the months-long
harvest on which Monterey County's $3.4
billion agriculture industry depends.
But Pezzini is still haunted by the
year the expected bonanza never came.
In September 2006, dozens of people all
over the United States began to show up
at hospitals with E. coli infections. Three
people, including a 77-year-old woman in
Wisconsin, died. When the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) began to investigate,
rummaging around in some of the victims'
fridges, it traced the outbreak to two spinach producers in Central California's "salad
bowl": Natural Selections Foods and River
Ranch Fresh Foods.
Even after officials pinpointed the
source of the problem, all of Salinas Valley's
fresh produce farmers remained in peril.
Newspaper headlines continued to trumpet
the hazards of fresh spinach, and supermarket shelves set aside for spinach remained
empty. The affected spinach had also been
shipped outside the country, and it was
recalled in Mexico, Taiwan, and Canada.
"Basically,if you were shipping spinach,
you were ouJ of business. No one wanted
to buy it," Pezzini remembers. "We grow a

lot of spinach,and we didn't know what to do with the
spinach that was already in the ground. We ended up
destroying much of'it."
The implications were clear. Whenever an E. coli
or other bacterial scare broke out, every greens farmer
suffered. "It was one or two companies' responsibility,"
Pezzini says, "but all of us were out of the marketplace."
At a meeting of local growers a few weeks after the
incident, Pezzini stood up and argued it was time to
develop a better set of food-safety standards within the
greens-farming community. He was pleasantly surprised
by his fellow growers' enthusiasm for the idea. "Usually,
when something like this happens, people hunker down
and wait for it to pass. But what came out of that meeting was that we needed to raise the bar for the entire
fresh-produce industry."

almost 700 people contracted salmonella and nine of
them died. By mid-January, investigators from the FDA,
the government agency currently in charge of food
safety, pinned down the source of the epidemic: a nutproduction plant in Georgia belonging to the Peanut
Corporation of America (PCA).
Subsequent investigations revealed that PCA had
consistently swept food-safety concerns aside in an
attempt to swell its profits. After examining company
records, the Georgia Agricultural Commissioner Tommy
Irvin declared that PCA had engaged in "lab shopping,"
contracting multiple private labs to perform its salmonella testing until it obtained the desired negative result.
"The government has certified labs for food testing, but the companies get tci pick which labs to use,"
Starbird says-the practical equivalent of allowing
Olympic athletes to choose their own
drug-test providers. Food-industry insiders knew the peanut company was "a time
Holes in safety net
bomb waiting to go off," David Brooks, a
It seems to happen all too often:
snack-company buyer, told the Washington
An unsuspecting consumer eats
Post after the scandal broke.
a restaurant meal or maybe some
fresh veggies from a roadside stand.
But the PCA fiasco is by no means an
isolated incident. "What the peanut case
A few hours later, she starts to feel
shows is that there are serious holes in our
sick-really sick. Her digestive syssafety
tem lurches into reverse gear, and
net for food," says Erik Olson, direcThe most glaring
she feels so weak and shaky she can
tor of chemical and food-safety programs
oversight of all
at the nonprofit Pew Charitable Trusts.
barely get out of bed, let alone drag
So where has rot crept into the foodherself to work the next morning.
is the absence of
If she's lucky, she'll start to feel a
safety regulatory system? Starbird thinks
a standardized
the problems start with pathogen-testing
bit better within a day or two, and
national system that
requirements that don't specify what
she'll attempt to resume her life as if
portion of a given food or food addinothing happened.
traces the journey of
tive needs to be tested. "Sampling error
There's typically little public
food from producer
is a huge unknown in the food industry.
outcry over incidents like this.
Producers are supposed to test 'lots' of
Food-poisoning scandals that
to table.
food, but there's no standard definition of
actually make the news, like the
what a "lot" is. And testers could be takCalifornia spinach scare, are few
ing samples that are not representative of
and far between. But one seemthe lot-it might be that they don't sample frequently
ingly insignificant case at a time, the impact of foodenough." To date, the FDA has not conducted tests on
borne illness adds up to something truly staggering. The
the prevalence of sampling error. "We know sampling
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates
doesn't work very well, but no one has measured the
that tainted food makes 76 million Americans sick each
error, so we don't know how big it is," Starbird says.
year. Of those, about 5,000 die. "Every year, hundreds
Additionally,
firms aren't required to report the results
of thousands of people are hospitalized because of food
of pathogen tests to the FDA, meaning a positive test
poisoning," says Drew Starbird '84, who has conducted
may languish in a company's files for months without
extensive research-on food safety and is serving as interim
provoking
a government inspection.
dean for the Leavey School of Business. "It has a signifiBut
the
most glaring oversight of all, in Starbird's
cant impact on our productivity."
view,
is
the
absence of a standardized national system that
People who contract food-borne illness have no
traces
the
journey
of every cut of meat and every bundle
choice but to wait out the misery, and Starbird sees
of
produce
from
farm
to table. A few individual food
this as a travesty. Most cases of such illness, he says,
companies
have
implemented
such tracking systems on
are unnecessary-and they happen primarily because
their own, but for the most part, food producers do not
of glaring deficits in the government's regulatory sysuse tracking codes that would enable regulators to identem. He points to this winter's notorious nationwide
tify
the origins of their shipments instantly. "Firms aren't
food-poisoning scandal as a prime illustration of the
motivated
to correct this problem," Starbird says. 'They
problems. From September 2008 to February 2009,
24
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like to be anonymous-they don't want to be the lone
one responsible if something happens. So people get sick,
and we might never find out where the problem came
from. The people who are responsible don't pay."
The lack of enforceable testing or tracking requirements paves the way for disasters like another nationwide
salmonella outbreak-this time of peppers-in mid2008. Though hundreds of victims were filling sickrooms
and hospitals by early summer, the FDA was initially
unable to locate the source of the microbes. In July 2008,
a full three months after the first food-poisoning case,
inspectors located a facility with infected food-not a
tomato-processing plant, as experts initially thought, but
a plant that shipped jalapefio and serrano peppers from
Mexico. Even after the plant agreed to recall its jalapefios,
consumers continued to fall ill as products the plant had
distributed reached other areas of the country.
Creeping legislative inertia may also have set the
stage for the recent rash of food-poisoning outbreaks.
Food-purification laws in the United States date back
to 1906, when President Theodore Roosevelt signed
the first Food and Drug Act. In the 1930s, the act
was revised to include provisions that authorized factory inspections, as well as guidelines for food identity
and quality. But since current food-safety laws do not
include provisions for reliable enforcement of safety
guidelines, Olson argues that the laws have not changed
in a meaningful way since before the Second World
War. "There are limits to what the FDA can do without changes in the laws. They're badly outdated," he
says. "Some of the basic problems date back 70 years or
more. The FDA can't recall foods that are contaminated
on a mandatory basis, for example-they don't have the
authority to withdraw the producer's license."

Easy as
mericans might expect "the
government" to regulate conditions where the food we eat is grown
and produced, but the fact is that our
food safety is ensured by a crowded
alphabet soup of federal agencies-or
a "food-safety team" as one federal
food-safety website puts it, with the
work by the feds complemented by
state and local agencies.
At the federal level, the United States
Department of Agriculture's (USDA's)
Food Safety and Inspection Service
(FSIS) inspects meat, poultry, and egg

Joe Pezzini has had firsthand experience with the
current national regulatory system for most of his
Salinas Valley farming career. Many California growers
had good intentions of sticking to FDA regulations, he
says, but when they were not routinely checked for their
compliance in meeting a uniform set of standards, small
safety issues tended to persist and mushroom into something bigger. "It's not that food-safety measures weren't
prevalent-they were. But the FDA only had guidelines.
No enforcement programs at the farms even existed."

A blueprintfor the future
After Pezzini convinced fellow California leafy-produce
growers that they needed to stage a food-safety revolution, he became a hot commodity in the regulatory
world, his counsel sought after by farmers and lawmakers alike. In May 2007, he testified before the House
Committee on Agriculture about the scope of the
food-safety problem. "When an outbreak does occur,
it affects the industry as a whole, and we all suffer,"
he told the committee. "It is incumbent upon us as an
industry to ensure that our products are safe every bite,
every time."
Behind the scenes, Pezzini and his colleagues hammered out the details of what would become the
California Leafy Greens Marketing Agreement (LGMA).
The centerpiece of the agreement is a mandatory government audit system that stipulates California State
Department of Agriculture officials will inspect each
farm regularly to evaluate its compliance with a list of
agreed-upon safety measures. The FDA does not mandate a particular schedule for inspections-some facilities are vetted as infrequently as once every 10 years,

products. The Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)
is responsible for food and
produce traded through
interstate commerce and
oversees most other food-all while
approving safe cosmetics, thousands
of medicines, and medical devices.
FSIS also partners with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
which fingerprints viruses and handles
the investigation once an outbreak
is detected; and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA),which handles
clean water and regulates pesticides.
For alcohol, look to the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and
Explosives (ATF). U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) has a role with
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imported food. Seafood-processing
plants are inspected and certified by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), part of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
That's a big team. As SCU's Drew
Starbird notes, "Dispersion of responsibility leads to a lack of communication and inconsistency in standards."
It can lead to missed opportunities
to keep food-safety problems from
becoming public health problems. The
solution is redefining the government's
role, says Sandra Hoffman, a foodsafety researcher at the nonpartisan
think tank Resources for the Future:
"Agencies have to take on the role of
safety system manager rather than line
inspector." John Deever
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Starbird and believe a provision like this should be part
and then only by private auditors-but the LGMA's
of food-safety legislation on the national level. "If you
signatories have committed themselves to a higher stanfind that someone's sick because they ate peanut butdard. Each member producer is inspected several times
ter, you should be able to trace that back to the original
a year at random intervals to ensure its compliance with
plant and see what other products that plant made
the agreement. "When a private company does an audit
almost instantaneously," Olson says.
for you, you can keep your results to yourself if you
Producers in every segment of the food industry,
fail," Pezzini says. "We wanted to get the government
Starbird adds, could put such a system in place relatively
involved so we could have a verifiable set of standards.
quickly using easily available technology. "It's already
With this system, you have to come into compliance."
done in so many places. You could just use a barcode
The list of requirements LGMA members must meet
or radio frequency identification (RFID) chip system.
during an audit is exhaustive, spanning 13 pages. Almost
Some produce companies are already using RFID."
every measure, however, is geared toward a single goal:
The ostensible function of tracking systems like this
preemptively managing pathogen threats before they
is that they help pinpoint the source of disease outbreaks
have the chance to sicken consumers. Septic tanks canwhen they do crop up. But they serve another critical
not be located near produce fields. Water used to irrigate
purpose: enabling consumers to connect
the fields must be free of E. coli
food-safety violations with particular
bacteria, as demonstrated by water
culprits, effectively weeding out producsamples tested on a monthly basis to
ers with standards that aren't up to snuff.
minimize sampling error. Land area
Producers scramble to reform much more
adjacent to produce fields cannot be
reliably when they feel their reputation is
used for animal grazing, ruling out
directly at stake-at least, if the recent histhe likelihood of manure splashing
tory of fast-food chain Jack in the Box is
onto growing plants. Likewise, wild
anything to go by. After causing a national
animals that might deposit feces are
"I hope people
E. coli outbrealc in 1993, the San Diegoverboten in growing areas.
based chain has cleaned up its act to such
"See that stretch of fencing?"
look at what
an extent that it won the International
Pezzini says, pointing to a stillwe're doing and
Association for Food Protection's Black
dormant spinach field just off the
Pearl Award for Food Safety in 2004 and
use it as a model."
dirt road. "That's all new. You can
hasn't stopped garnering accolades since.
also see where the growers have put
Why the dramatic turnaround? When
out traps to catch rodents." While
customers get sick after eating a burger or taco, they
the agreement does not mandate use of traps or fencing,
immediately know who to blame: the restaurant. Anxious
he explains, many growers have implemented these safeto shore up the credibility of a brand-name company
guards to ensure pristine growing conditions.
marketers had been trying to build up for years, Jack
But more important than the agreement's specific
in the Box executives swiftly implemented the strictest
provisions are the accountability it demands and the
set of safety guidelines in the fast-food industry. "They
sanctions it imposes when a producer steps out of line.
reformed," Starbird says, "without government regulaThat accountability is what Pezzini believes is missing
tion." If producers earlier in the chain could be made to
from current national food-safety practices; he hopes
face the same kind of consequences following any foodother food producers and the FDA will look to the
safety slip-up, Starbird thinks the entire food industry
LGMA for inspiration while updating and revising their
could become largely self-regulating, its safety efforts
own standards. In the brave new LGMA world, ducking
fueled by its own fear of losing face with customers.
safety responsibilities has immediate consequences that
But because the current food-regulatory system is
can be tallied in sales lost. Only companies that meet
so deeply entrenched, Olson says substantive national
the LGMA's safety requirements are permitted to display
reforms will likely require a legislative jump-start, one
the organization's seal on their products, which assures
that-like the LGMA-includes a set of clear standards
consumers of the grower's credibility. "If a company is
producers must meet and a set of reliable punishments
out of compliance, they lose the use of the seal and they
for shirkers. In the wake of this winter's peanut scare, sevcan't sell their products. Their name goes on a website,"
eral members of Congress stepped up to echo this view.
Pezzini says. By contrast, producers who do not meet
Obama's selection of former New York City health
the FDA's safety guidelines don't face much threat of
commissioner Dr. Margaret Hamburg as the new FDA
punishment, so they have little motivation to spend
head seems to signal the new administration's committime (and corporate dollars) on reform.
ment to food safety. In making the nomination, Obama
The LGMA also ensures compliance by requiring all
decried the FDA's current food-safety system as "a
its growers to implement detailed tracking systems that
hazard to public health. It is unacceptable. And it will
enable the origins of any given shipment of produce to
change under the leadership of Margaret Hamburg."
be determined. Many independent experts concur with
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LJnsaf8 food:

a global phenomenon

A few recent examples of international food-safety incidents:
August 2008 Canada Dozens of

July-November 2008 China In the
people started showing up in doctor's
wake of findings that Chinese manuoffices with vomiting, nausea, and
facturers had added the finely ground
stomach cramps. Maple Leaf Foods,
plastic compound melamine to baby
a meat producer based in Toronto,
formula, sending 50,000 Asian babies
announced it was recalling shipments
to the hospital, in the United States
of turkey, roast beef, and other
the FDA collected 87 samples of
deli meats due to the
infant formula made by
..,.
___
,,...__ _.,i...1J,_.__
presence of the Listeria
American manufacturers

bacterium, which
causes severe food
poisoning. Investigators
confirmed 57 cases of
listeriosis in people who'd
eaten Maple Leaf meats; 21
of those people died.

for testing. Investigators
found melamine in Nestle's
Good Start Supreme Infant
Formula with Iron; and
cyanuric acid, another harmful chemical, in Mead Johnson's
Enfamil LIPIL with Iron. Though

melamine has been shown to cause
kidney failure and death, the FDA
balked at prohibiting use of the chemical in food, claiming trace levels did
not pose a risk to infants.

March 2008 South Korea Snack
manufacturer Nong Shim saw its stock
shares plummet last spring after a
desiccated rat's head turned up in a
customer's bag of shrimp crackers.
South Korean regulators gave Nong
Shim's domestic production plant a
clean bill of health after the incident
and speculated the rat might have
been introduced in an early part of the
production process in China. ES

~

Other officials at the FDA are coming around to the
idea that food-safety regulations need to have more teeth.
"Mandatory recalls and authority for preventive controls
would help in keeping the U.S. food supply safe," says
FDA spokesman Sebastian Cianci. "We are working with
the administration and Congress to define the best way
that these authorities should be structured."
To that end, Rep. Rosa DeLauro, D-Connecticut,
introduced a bill in February called the Food Safety
Modernization Act that is currently being considered by
the House Agricultural Committee. In addition to creating a separate governmental agency to deal explicitly
with food safety, this law would-like the LGMAmandate frequent surprise government inspections,
standardize pathogen-testing practices, and establish a
universal food-tracking system. "The time has come to
reorganize how the government regulates food," Olson
says. "We don't want to have another headline about
contamination in a year or two."

Evolving toward reform
Can sweeping changes in food-safety legislation realistically be enacted in the near future? Starbird's not holding his breath. "I don't think we'll see many changes in
food safety for years, because the Obama administration
is occupied with other priorities."
Olson, however, is more optimistic that change is
coming-and due to the increasingly inevitable public
relations damage that follows cutting corners, he thinks
reforms will be initiated within the industry as well as
imposed from above. "It's hard to argue that this issue
doesn't deserve attention. It's in the interest of the whole
food industry to adopt much more aggressive testing
and identify what the highest-risk places are in their
production chain."

It's clear that, at this point, consumers will have to
take a wait-and-see approach to the evolution of the
regulatory system. But Starbird stresses that people
who dread food poisoning or stand to suffer severe
side effects can protect themselves simply by following
some common-sense guidelines in the kitchen. First on
the list: "Cook everything. Typically, we get sick from
undercooked meat or raw produce. Cooked food hardly
ever makes people sick." If you do eat fresh greens and
produce, they should always be thoroughly washed
the same
in clean water. Cross-contamination-using
cutting board for veggies and raw meat, say-is a foodsafety faux pas.
Joe Pezzini doesn't think Americans should have to
go to such lengths to keep themselves safe from foodborne illness. He's felt for years that self-regulation,
with a little enforcement help from the government,
works in the food industry's favor-even though some
penny-pinching producers may not yet realize that.
"Out here, we're always grooming the plants to keep
them in good shape," he explains, gazing out over the
mist-laden artichoke fields his father and grandfather
once farmed. "Then, when spring comes, they start
producing heavy again."
Pezzini believes future food-safety regulations will
need to reflect the artichoke farmer's forward-looking
discipline. Keep your fields well maintained, the age-old
wisdom goes, and you'll enjoy a rich harvest in the years
to come. Pezzini has witnessed the power of this principle firsthand: Since the inception of the LGMA two
years ago, no food-poisoning outbreaks have been traced
to California leafy greens. He wants to make sure other
food producers in the industry reap similar rewards.
"Now that the program is up and running, we're doing
outreach. I hope people look at what we're doing and
use it as a model." GI
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Here are
six ideas
that, practiced
together,
-will inake a
difference.

In a time and place where people
vigorously debate the relative merits
of different cultivars of apples,
varieties of cheese, and roasts of
coffee, it can be easy to forget about
hunger. Food riots may have rocked
30 countries around the world
last year, but even in a troubled
economy, most Americans have
little experience with the stomach-hollowing,
brain-numbing,
panicinducing hunger that sends people to the streets .

•

Ill
BY DASHKA SLATER

Yet hunger is increasing-and not just in sub-Saharan
Africa. There are about 963 million hungry people
on Earth, according to the United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO), and 35 million of
them are here in the United States. All told, 12 percent of the U.S. population-including
16 percent of
American children-don't get enough to eat.
"Hunger is not an equal-opportunity problem,"
says Greg Baker, director of Santa Clara University's
Food & Agribusiness Institute. Instead, he explains,
it's concentrated in certain regions, particularly the
South, and among certain populations, particularly
African-Americans and Latinos. And while we associate hunger with starvation's distended bellies and
hollow eyes, hunger in the United States typically
manifests as skipped meals or lower-quality food.
As the economy continues to tank, more and
more people are learning firsthand what hunger
means. SCU alumnus Joe Pert MBA '77, senior
manager with Basic American Foods and a board
member of Second Harvest Food Bank of Santa
Clara and San Mateo counties, says the numbers
defy anything he's experienced in 15 years. "When
I started working with the food bank in 1994, we

were feeding 110,000 people a month," he says.
"Since July 2008, we've served 200,000 people each
month. Sixty-seven percent are families with dependent children. During the final six months of 2008,
we experienced a 45 percent increase in the number
of calls for food assistance."
Many of those calls are from first-time customers; some are former volunteers. Their incomes
might render them ineligible for public assistance,
but their expenses leave them unsure of how to get
through the month.
"A gentleman e-mailed us-he's been laid off
for nine months," recounts Cindy McCown, senior
director of programs and services at the Second
Harvest Food Bank of Santa Clara and San Mateo
counties. "His wife works, and their net income is
$4,100 month. That's a pretty good income. But
their mortgage is $4,000. Do the math and you can
see why he's in this situation. He's got two collegeage kids and a high schooler. He's mad. He thought
he'd be eligible for food stamps. He thought there
would be a safety net."
At the same time the economy has left more
people without means to pay bills, a combination
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of other factors has ·raised the cost of eating. Global
food prices rose 28 percent between October 2006 and
October 2008, according to the UNFAO, with spikes
in the first half of last year that raised wheat prices as
much as 130 percent. The causes of that spike are still
being debated. As real estate grew too risky, world investment went into commodities, driving up the price of
everything from oil to grain. The oil spike doubled the
price of fertilizer and tripled the cost of transportation.
Then there was the weather. Australia's six-year drought
wiped out 98 percent of a rice crop that can usually feed
40 million people a day. A prolonged drought nearly
destroyed half of China's winter wheat (it was saved by
a massive investment in irrigation). Most experts predict
more crop failures as the planet warms.
"The rule of thumb is that each one degree rise in
temperature means that crop yields drop by 10 percent,"
says Janet Larsen, director of research at the Earth Policy
Institute in Washington, D.C.
At the same time, demand is rising: The world population is growing by 70 million a year, and billions of
people whose diets were mostly vegetarian are climbing
up the food chain, eating American-style diets heavy on
meat and dairy. Ethanol production is also competing
for grain, with 28 percent of U.S. soy and corn going
to fuel production. The causative link between biofuels
and food prices remains murky, with the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) attributing 5 to
20 percent of lase year's price spike to ethanol, and the
World Bank giving ethanol 75 percent of the blame, but
it's clear that biofuels at least deserve a place on the contributors list. Meanwhile, the green revolution has worn
itself out as the world's soils grow increasingly depleted.
Agricultural productivity has grown 2.3 percent a year
since 1961, but it is expected to grow only 1.5 percent a
year between now and 2030, with growth continuing to
taper off from there.
"A harmonic convergence of negative forces have
conspired to sock it to us for trying to feed a hungry
planer," says Eric Schockman, president of MAZON,
a Los Angeles-based Jewish anti-hunger organization.
(Schockman was on campus last fall to participate in a
forum on hunger issues.) So what can be done?
I asked 12 people who work in agriculture, economics, public policy, ecology, and related fields for their
ideas about ending hunger in the United States and
elsewhere. Suggestions range from the sweeping to the
arcane, from reimagining agriculture to tweaking the
U.S. tax code. Some suggestions contradict one another;
for every person who sees genetically modified crops
as the solution, there is someone else who sees them
as the problem. But there is far more agreement than
disagreement, and in the end, six clear themes emerge,
with plenty of interconnection. What follows are six
suggestions for ending hunger. It won't be easy, but it's
not impossible. Sometimes it's just a matter of knowing
where to start.
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Understand
the nature of
the problem.

Tallying up the threats
to the food supply-declining
productivity, dwindling oil supplies, competition from biofuels, global warming-is a
useful ex~rcise only if it points us to the right solutions.
No doubt feeding the world in the long term requires us
to stabilize the climate, develop sustainable agricultural
systems, and put grain in people's mouths rather than
using it for fuel. But during the last 20 years, world food
production has increased by more than 2 percent a year,
while global population has grown by only 1.14 percent.
For the moment, there's still plenty of food to go around.
"There's self-interest in promoting the view that the
way to help starving people in Africa is to help American
farmers produce more food," argues Michael Kevane,
chair and associate professor of economics at SCU. "Or
you get the argument that ethanol programs hurt people
in Africa. The reality is that the level of food produced
in the world is more than adequate to meet the nutritional needs of every person on Earth. People are hungry
because they don't have enough purchasing power to
purchase the food that's available."
Drew Starbird '84, interim dean of the Leavey School
of Business and former board member of the Second
Harvest Food Bank, agrees. "We have a lot of problems
getting people enough food," he says. "Production is not
one of them."
Fighting hunger, in other words, is really about
fighting poverty. Ir's also a matter of feeding the grain
that we produce to people, not livestock. "If you can
have more of the world enjoy fresh fruit and vegetables
and grain, you'd have three to ten times as much grain
available to feed the world," observes SCU Professor of
Biology Bill Eisinger.

Attack
hunger
and obesity
together.
It's no secret that America has
become the land of the fat: 145
million adults and 12 million children are overweight
or obese. But what we tend not to understand is that
obesity is often a symptom of malnourishment. It costs
about 22 percent more to fill a supermarket basket with
fresh, nutritious food than with sugar- and salt-laden
processed foods.
Poor people are more likely to live in neighborhoods
where there are convenience stores but no supermarkets,
and they are less likely to have a car that will get them
to a grocery store with a produce aisle. People who work

multiple jobs often don't have time to cook, so they
catch meals on the fly at the nearest fast-food place.
In those circumstances, says Greg Baker, "purchasing
inexpensive foods that contain empty calories makes
sense. In the short run, it alleviates hunger and tastes
great. In the long run, however, poor nutrition can lead
to obesity and a variety of health problems. This represents a particularly tough problem for those working
to alleviate hunger. When faced with a limited amount
of resources, is it better to reduce hunger or provide
nutritious foods? Because the cheapest calories are less
expensive than the healthiest calories, addressing the
hunger problem often means doing so at the expense of
nutrition and vice-versa."
The fact that poor people are often getting too much
and too little food simultaneously has led to a certain
amount of introspection for agencies that deliver food or
food benefits. "Is it our moral responsibility just to fill
up people's stomachs?" asks MAZON's Eric Schockman.
Collectively, Schockman says, Americans have focused
on quantity over quality when
dealing with hunger. ''I've sat
in food banks when the letter
carriers drop off a lot of tonnage
[after a canned food drive]," he
adds. "A third of it goes into the
waste bin. Nutritionally, it won't
feed people."
Thinking about obesity as
part of the hunger problem
means educating everyone from
food-bank clients to foodindustry donors about what constitutes healthy food. At
Schockman's organization, workers mark food donations
as they come in with simple color-coded labels indicating
which foods are healthier.
At Second Harvest, two staff nutritionists evaluate
the nutritional content of food donations and conduct
workshops to educate clients, volunteers, and staff about
what makes a healthy meal. "We've seen a huge increase
in the number of children that have major dental decay,"
says Cindy McCown. "So it's important to help parents
understand why you wouldn't put sugared drinks or juice
into a bottle." When unfamiliar foods like winter squash
show up in the organization's grocery bags, they will be
accompanied by a simple recipe for preparing it, along
with an explanation of the nutritional benefits.
Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack has said that
he wants to put "nutrition at the center of all food assistance programs." The 2008 farm bill contained $20
million for a pilot program that would look at ways to
encourage food-stamp recipients to buy healthier foods,
perhaps by coding Electronic Benefit Transfer cards so
that food-stamp allowances go further if they are spent
on fresh produce. For that to work, though, policy
makers will have to find ways to lure supermarkets and
farmers markets into more poor neighborhoods.

3

Feedkids
at school.

More than
12 million American
children live in households
that are "food insecure," which
means that they can't count on
getting enough to eat. The repercussions of that hunger
are enormous: Hungry kids have trouble paying attention
in school; they are more likely to get into trouble; and
they are more prone to health problems.
For those kids who participate, the federal free and
reduced-cost lunch program does a pretty good job of
combating hunger. "If you eat breakfast and lunch at
school, you can get over half the calories you need," says
Ken Hecht of California Food Policy Advocates. The
trick is making sure that kids participate, particularly
in the breakfast program. Often the school bus doesn't
arrive in rime for a pre-class trip to the cafeteria, and
when it does, kids tend to be reluctant to
leave the playground to get a meal.
One solution is to offer breakfast in the
classroom during the first period. Another
idea is to offer a "second-chance breakfast"
about an hour into the school day.
If the first step is to increase participation, the second is to increase quality. The
federal government pays $2.57 a head to
feed the poorest kids in a school, and a
mere 24 cents for the wealthier ones. Many
schools don't have kitchens or the staff
to cook in them, so they rely on heat-and-serve fare like
pizza, fries, and chicken nuggets. Increasing investment in
the national school lunch program would go a long way
toward changing that.
But it isn't just in the United States that school lunch
programs can fight hunger. Michael Kevane observes
that in an African village, similar programs could be very
effective-at low cost. "We should make sure that every
kid in every village school in Africa is getting at least one
meal provided at that school," he says. Thar approach is
being used by the UN World Food Programme (WFP)
and Catholic Relief Services. Last year the two organizations provided lunch to 15,000 students at 22 schools
in western Darfur, and similar programs are at work in
nations as diverse as Burkina Faso, Yemen, Colombia, and
Afghanistan. Those who work in these programs say that
providing food-and sometimes take-home rations like
cooking oil-encourages families to send their children,
particularly daughters, to school. "School feeding is one
of the most reliable ways to ensure development in developing countries," explains Gon Myers, of the UNWFP in
Chad, where the malnutrition rate is more than 45 percent in the regions where lunch programs are provided.
"It reduces hunger, violence, and poverty, and achieves
gender equality and universal primary education."

"Addressing the
hunger problem
often means doing
so at the expense
of nutrition."
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Stephanie Wilson's never gone
hungry. To her, that's the best
reason in the world to fight
hunger in the Santa Clara Valley.
"Growing up in San Jose, I've always
been very privileged," says the SCU junior.
"But there are a lot of areas in this community where people don't have enough
to eat."
Wilson is a recipient of the first-ever
Second Harvest Food Bank Outstanding
Youth Award, presented this
year in recognition of her work
drumming up food donations
on campus. "She's very quiet
and unassuming, but extremely
driven," says Matt Smith, director of social justice ministries for
Campus Ministries.
As an intern at
Campus Ministries,
Wilson helped
inaugurate a can

4

Simplify!

Thirty-one million
Americans received
food stamps in
February. But at least
as many Americans who were
eligible didn't receive food stamps. Why? The application process is so intimidating that many eligible families
don't bother applying. Not only are the forms hard to
figure out, but the application requires an in-person
interview at a government offi.ce~diffi.cult to achieve
if you have a daytime job or don't have transportation.
Many families have concluded that the benefit of the
food aid isn't worth the time required to get it.
Hunger activists would like to see that calculation
recalibrated. One simple way to do that would be to have
a single application form for the different federal poverty
programs like food stamps, welfare, school lunch, and the
Women, Infants, and Children program. "We don't need
a separate application for all the different programs,"
says Second Harvest's Cindy McCown. "It's daunting for
the providers; it's daunting for the families. We're having
people fall through the cracks."
Drew Starbird agrees. "The food bank, which is a food
distributionprogram, has its own program designed just to
sign people up for food stamps," he says. "We have people
whose job it is to help people get through the application.
Those are resources the food bank could use elsewhere if
the application process were more straightforward."
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sculpture contest for the Residential
Learning Communities (RLCs), in which
each RLC collected barrels of canned
food and used the cans they collected to
create a sculpture. (The winning sculpture
was a dragon that spit flames made of
cans of chili.) The goal of the contest was
to increase participation in the fall food
drive-and it worked.
Another of Wilson's initiatives placed
collection barrels at the end-of-term sidewalk sale at the Cellar Market this winter
so that students could buy bulk items and
donate them to Second Harvest. The idea
came from Bon Appetit Retail Manager
Sean Vefsky and was seized upon by
Wilson. "I had the idea, but she did the
work," he says.
With participation from athletics and
the RLCs, the fall drive brought in 3,479
pounds of food and $701.55 in cashwhich combines to more than 4,000
meals. DS

5

Reestablish
the connection
between food
and farming.

Consider these three statistics:
• Almost as much U.S. land is
used to grow corn for highfructose corn syrup as is used to grow vegetables.
• Forty to 50 percent of all food grown in the United
States is thrown away uneaten by the farmer, the
distributor, or the consumer.
• The largest concentration of hungry people in the
state of California is in the Central Valley, one of the
most productive agricultural regions in the world.
In other words, as a nation, we grow food that
doesn't nourish, throw away food that does nourish,
and allow people to go hungry even when they are surrounded by food. We can change that dynamic if we
reconnect farms to the communities around them-not
just because eating locally is better for the environment,
but also because eating locally is better for both farmers and consumers. A two-year USDA-funded study in
California looked at the potential impact of connecting
small and midsized farms with the more than 21,000
educational and health-care institutions that provide
daily meals. While a large hospital, which benefits
from discounted pricing, might pay as much as 25 percent
more for local, sustainably grown produce, a large college

campus would pay 14 percent less. At the same
time, researchers say, when institutions buy produce
directly from farmers, they give farmers a guaranteed income and provide healthier diets for students
and patients. Already, about 100 California schools
participate in a Farm-to-School program coordinated
by the Community Alliance with Family Farmers.
One quarter of California colleges-including SCUhave a local food program, and another 25 percent are
developing one.
A different tack is being taken by Sharon Gruber,
the nutrition consultant at the Bread for the City
food pantry in Washington, D.C. Casting about for
a source of low-cos_t fruits and vegetables to stock
her clients' grocery bags, Gruber began calling local
farmers to see if they had extra produce to donate.
"It became very apparent very quickly that there are
literally hundreds of tons of food that we could use
that are going to waste every day," Gruber says. That
includes both crops left in the
field after the harvest, and produce that doesn't meet grocery
store specifications due to minor
cosmetic defects. One farmer
told Gruber that in the D.C.Philadelphia region alone, there
are 100 tractor-trailers each day
carrying produce that has been
rejected by a supermarket. Of
those, only about half find their
way i:o people who need it. The
rest is dumped.
"We're talking tractor-trailers
full of stuffl" Gruber exclaims.
"We're the largest food pantry in D.C., and if we
took all the food that's being wasted, we would not
be able to handle it all."
One farmer told Gruber that if she got 50 volunteers, they could pick 100,000 pounds of sweet corn
each Sunday in July. Another farmer told her that
between July and November, volunteers could glean
one to two tons of apples each week.
In 2006, the California Association of Food Banks
launched a program designed to deliver fruits and
vegetables that would otherwise be Dumpster-bound
to food banks that could use them. A year later, they
were distributing 38 million pounds of 38 different
kinds of produce to 45 California food banks. Food
banks tell the program how many trucks of produce
they can use, and the food is delivered directly to
them at the fraction of the retail price. "We have a
huge amount of fresh produce that's coming to us,"
Cindy McCown says proudly. "Over 45 percent of
what we distribute is fresh fruits and vegetables."

6

Plant a seed.

In 1944, more than 40
percent of the vegetables
consumed in the United
"'~
States were produced in
•
victory gardens. In fact, says Patrick
Archie, director of Campus and Community Programs
for SCU's Environmental Studies Institute, this may be
the first national crisis that hasn't led to the government
asking the citizens to plant a garden-although Michelle
Obama's decision to plant a vegetable garden on the South
Lawn of the White House has drawn a great deal of attention. While Mrs. Obama has yet to ask the nation to follow in her footsteps, seed sales are already up 19 percent
this year, a sign that in recessionary times, people may not
need government urging to turn to the soil for sustenance.
"Whenever we have times of economic crisis, we have
food production in the cities," Archie says. "In World War
I, they were called liberty gardens. In the Depression, they
were called relief gardens." During the
depression of 1893-97, they were called
"Pingree's Potato Patches," after the mayor
of Detroit, Hazen Pingree, asked the owners of vacant lots to allow the unemployed
to use them for growing vegetables.
Community gardens are found in some
areas. Archie is developing a half-acre
community garden on the SCU campus.
He wants that garden to go viraltraining students about gardening so that
they can go out in teams and help schools
and community organizations plant their
own. He has a mapping program that
tracks which San Jose schools have gardens, and correlates that with ethnicity, test scores, and
other indicators. Most schools, he says, have enough space
for at least a small garden plot. What is lacking, often, is
knowledge. "Most people in cities don't know how to grow
plants and how to care for soil," Archie says. "That knowledge has been lost in just a couple of generations."
Community gardens are one simple way to help more
people grow fruits and vegetables that they can eat. But
there's more to it than that. "Gardens are a wonderful way
of bringing people together across all boundaries," Archie
says. "If you've ever grown a garden, you know you can't
eat it all. You have tomatoes and zucchini coming out of
your ears. You end up sharing. And one of the beautiful
traditions in all cultures is the sharing of food." e>

"If we took all
the food that's
being wasted,
we would
not be able to
handle it all."

fJW EE\ C LU S IVE S
Find out more about the research being done by
members of SCU's Food & Agribusiness Institute
at santaclaramagazine.com.
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Alternate reality games can
help solve future global
crises. Ken Eklund '79 has
already shown it can be done.

NOT JUST A GAME

Alternate reality games differ from virtual world games
like "World of Warcraft" in that they don't offer a fantasy
realm of dwarves and elves. Instead, they ask players to
imagine a new element added to the everyday world.
Eklund has helped author "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine"
and "Eagle Eye Mysteries" computer games, and he has
seen these generate tremendous buzz for movies and video
games. But he wanted to do something more. "I didn't
B V P A U L T D TA H '79
want a game just for gamers," he said, "but one anybody
wo years ago, veteran computer game
could play, and one that would be socially relevant."
author Ken Eklund harnessed an ancient
He struck oil, so to speak, when he struck on oil.
energy, one he feels may be the secret to
"It's the oxygen of our economy. It seeps everywhere
saving the world. He did it with "World
in ways we don't really appreciate or understand. What
Without Oil" (WWO)-a
would happen today if we started to run a
month-long collaborative game he invented.
little short?"
He brought the idea for "World Without
Beginning April 30, 2007, he and 68,000
people from around the globe came togethOil" to Independent Television Service, a
As a student, Ken Eklund
er online and immersed themselves in a
public media nonprofit in San Francisco.
was known to skip classes
to play "Dungeons and
Then he and his team created a websitestory they imagined as they went along,
Dragons." "That was a good
around the
www.worldwithoutoil.org-built
crafting subplots and playing out a conclumove on my part, it
career
sion that was, in one respect, inevitable: We
premise that an oil shock had arrived. The
turns out," he says.
were running out of the gooey black stuff
site asked people to report on what the end
that powers modern civilization. Now what?
of cheap oil was doing to their lives.
The answers drew on the combustive,
The players were mostly non-gamers,
collective brilliance we share as a species
ages 16 to 85, with an even split in terms
of gender. One in five was from outside the
to both prepare for trouble and, more
important, to stave off a devastatUnited States.
ing global crisis. With the game,
At the time, gas was selling for $3 a gallon here. "I was asking people to think the
Eklund tapped into what's
unthinkable," Eklund said, "an oil
come to be called the wisdom
shortage that sent gas to over
of crowds, the title of a 2004
$7 a gallon."
book by writer James Surowiecki.
·People responded immeBefore WWO, though, the idea
diately, taking the game
that online games could foster
quite seriously. They
positive change seemed a bit
pretended the crises were
far-fetched.
real and, on the first day
alone, posted hundreds
of personal chronicles in
biogs and videos. They
sent photographs of abandoned cars and empty
supermarket shelves. They
Though the game ended, you can
left emotional messages on
still read more than 1,500 stories
by WWO players online. Eklund
the WWO voice mail.

Gameon

also maintains a blog about the
game. Find links to these at
santaclaramagazine. com.
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the time the game ended in June 2007, more than 5,000
sites in 40 countries were praising it. Awards soon followed,
with honors for its pro-environment art and technology.
WWO was nominated for a Webby Award and selected as
Best Activist Website in the SXSW Interactive Web Awards.
Eklund appreciates the accolades, but he finds greater
satisfaction knowing that he helped launch a new
genre of games that create alternate realities to spark
collective intelligence and imagination about the future.
As this article goes to press, he's striving to enhance the
"ecosystems of caring" with a game called "Ruby's Bequest,"
created in conjunction with United Cerebral Palsy.
Since Eklund graduated from college 30 years ago,
games have come to play a much different role in society.
"These days, games earn more than Hollywood," he said.
The time has come for games to move beyond escapist
entertainment and bring people together both for fun and
for serious problem-solving.
Looking back, Eklund said, "Most games I played
as a kid had us save the princess. We've reached a
Crowds and
power: a glimpse
point where we can forget the princess and save
of the citizen nerve
the world." 9

How did people see the oil shortage playing out in their
own lives? First, they cut back on discretionary spending:
no more piano lessons and weekend trips. As the crisis
continued, they collaboratively built a narrative that envisioned overwhelmed mass-transit systems and hundreds of
abandoned homes in the far exurbs. Tourism vanished.
"Players foresaw mega-events: the rise of Russia and
Venezuela and a stricken SUV-laden U.S. auto industry,"
Eklund said. "They were also quick to imagine street-level
outcomes experts overlooked, from pump rage and
rampant bicycle theft to sudden food shortages."
One of the most sobering visions came after players
realized that government resources would be stretched thin.
"Police and firefighters would be forced to cut back services.
Imagine a place where the police no longer come if you
call. One WWO player, a soldier in Iraq, called these 'Red
Zones' after the Red and Green Zones in Baghdad."

EMERGENCY DRILL

Two-thirds into the game, players hit rockbottom. "Bur then people began imagining
center for WWO
the adaptations they would make in a real
crisis," Eklund said, "planting victory gardens, ride-sharing, and pooling resources
with neighbors. They found their lives had become more
human, more intentional. The game really was a kind of
preparedness drill."
Eklund hired an early advocate of "World Without
Oil," Jane McGonigal, as the game's participation architect.
McGonigal, a rock star of the alternate reality game genre,
lists the groundbreaking WWO as one of her top game
projects of all time. "It revealed, somewhat unexpectedly,
that alternate reality gaming can serve as an extremely powerful, new, massively multiplayer forecasting platform."

FORGET THE PRINCESS
Through alternate reality games, Eklund said, "We'd like to
get people all over the world to put their ideas on the table,
compare them, decide what might work best, try them out,
and implement the ones that succeed."
Players lauded the game for making them more aware
of "the fragile thread that supports the lifestyle that I
and others keep," as one put it. Others praised the way it
illuminated both the complexity of the problem and the
"really great people out there" who rise to the occasion.
The blogosphere loved WWO and saw its potential. By
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Superman
returns
Kurt Rambis comes home for a
ceremony retiring his jersey.

BY SAM

SCOTT

'96

T

wenty-nme years
after graduating,
Kurt Rambis still
ranks in the school's
top 10 in more than a dozen
categories, including fourth
in blocked shots, second in
career rebounds, and first in
total scoring. "He was one
of the greatest competitors
we ever had," says Carroll
Williams, the team's head
coach who recruited the quiet
kid from nearby Cupertino
High School.

parents, and other
family members to
watch the unveiling
of his No. 34 alongside the jerseys of six
other greats, including Steve Nash '96
and Dennis Awtrey
bistakesoneawayfromthe DonsatTosoPavilion.
Ram
Rebound:
'70. "It's very humbling," Rambis said
Hustle and show
before the ceremony.
It was that hustle that propelled
And in typical fashion, he pointed out
Rambis to the next level-and to starthat Awtrey would likely be top scorer
dom with one of basketball's greatest
if freshmen had played in his era.
dynasties: the "Showtime" Lakers.
A much-sought-after recruit,
Just a couple years out of college,
Rambis opted to stay close to home
Rambis' glory seemed past. Drafted
largely because of Williams, "one of
by the New York Knicks, he was cut
the best minds in the colLast December,
before playing a game, ending up with
lege game." But Rambis,
Santa Clara paid
a team in Greece and mulling media psychology major, also
tribute to Rambis,
cal school. He eked onto the Lakers
praised Santa Clara for its
retiring his jersey
the next year, largely thanks to a rule
education, its values, and
during halftime of
expanding rosters from 11 to 12 men,
its accessible gym, which
the opening round
but his future remained so unsure he
he often snuck into.
of the Cable Car
slept on the couch of Santa Clara grad
The admission came as
Classic. The honor
Rich Brown '77 rather than get his
no surprise to his coach.
had been delayed
own place. Then star Mitch Kupchak
His star player clearly had
for years because of
went down with a knee injury, and
natural gifts; Williams
Rambis' hectic schedCoach Pat Riley started burning
remembers Rambis playWilliams
ule as assistant coach CoachandKurt:Carroll
through the bench looking for a
ing racquetball using both
with the Los Angeles andRambis.
replacement.
hands with equal ease.
Lakers. But Rambis
When Rambis got the call, it was
But Rambis' greatest asset
called the postponement a blessing
less out of hope than desperation.
was squeezing every ounce out of his
that allowed his three children-two
Riley barely seemed to know his
abilities through unrelenting practice,
sons recently out of college and a
name, yelling to him, "Hey you, get
Williams says.
daughter in high school-to appreciate
in!" while Indiana Pacers star Herb
"We always said he had basketball
the event.
Williams manhandled the team,
sickness," Williams says. "He was an
They joined his wife, Linda, his
Rambis remembers.
absolute gym rat."
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But Rambis found a way to make life
couldn't afford to pay for fashion if
hard for the Pacers' Williams. And the
it didn't last. He once asked a Lakers
benchwarmer was on his way to the first
public relations staffer to gather the
of seven NBA championships, four as a
Rambis Youth so he could ask them
player, three as an executive and coach.
to stop the mockery-before realizing
Not that anyone would have expectthese were his biggest fans.
"Certainly I didn't try to be an
ed it. With his horn-rimmed glasses,
icon," he says. "If you would have had
mullet haircut, and fondness for
as much ridicule and teasing for those
T-shirts and sandals, Rambis always
black glasses as I had, there's no way
looked like a regular Joe let in by misyou would want to wear those things."
take. And these were the Showtime
These days the glasses are long
Lakers, famed for the grace, pace, and
gone, thanks to corrective
creativity of Magic Johnson
surgery. So is the casual
no-look passes, Kareem
dress that prompted Riley to
Abdul-Jabbar skyhooks,
enforce a Lakers dress code.
and James Worthy spin
Standing at center court in
moves. The glitz needed grit,
the Leavey Center for his jerthough, and Rambis supplied
sey retirement, a dean-shaven,
it, throwing his body in to
dark-suited Rambis could have
do the dirty work and winbeen a corporate executive.
ning praise from Riley as the
But if the exterior has been
team's emotional engine.
refined, the will to win rages as
YouTube keeps alive one
strong as ever. As an assistant
of Rambis' most famous
under Phil Jackson, Rambis
moments: a savage foul by
Boston Celtic Kevin McHale, "He was
took over as defensive specialist in the 2008-09 season,
who clotheslines the streakone of the
ing Rambis into the floor as
earning praise for toughening
the Laker goes for a fast-brealc greatest
up the Lakers.
"The hard work he did as
competitors
layup. The brutal hit in the
a player he does as a coach,"
1984 NBA Finals epitomized
we ever had." Lantz says. "He was a hardnot only the Lakers-Celtics
nosed player. Who better to
rivalry but the toughness of
teach defense?"
Rambis, who bounces up
A teacher's son, Rambis
ready to fight.
loves coaching, working with the
"His effort level was off the charts,"
players, and creating a team. There
says Stu Lantz, the Lakers' longtime
had been talk of him coming to Santa
television announcer. "He was always
Clara, but Rambis has his eyes on a
doing the hustle plays, chasing loose
head-coaching position in the NBA.
balls, diving in the stands, setting picks,
It's just a matter of getting the chance.
taking charges, running down the floor.
You don't see those in the box score,
Rambis may soon have other ties
with Santa Clara, however. The retirebut they're very important to winning
and losing."
ment ceremony in December doubled
The everyman hustle delighted
as a chance for his daughter, a high
Rambis
of
school senior in the fall, to see the
legions
fans. Suddenly
weargames
at
up
Mission campus.
showing
were
Youth
glasses.
hallmark
There was no immediate decihis
of
ing knock-offs
on
up
picked
Hearn
Chick
Announcer
sion, but the tour impressed Rambis,
dubbing
Kent,
Clark
to
the likeness
who hadn't been on campus in about
"Superman."
Rambis
six years. If Santa Clara had looked
it
Rambis,
quiet-natured
the
For
in 1976 like it does now, he says,
he would have spared Williams the
required an adjustment. For him growdrama of dragging out his decision to
ing up, the glasses were a source of
the last minute. 9
torment that he accepted as the only
way he could play sports; his family

SANTA

Kurt Rambis'
jersey doesn't
hang from the
rafters of the
Leavey Center
because of his water polo
skills. But he did play
one stint as Santa Clara's
water polo goalie. And he
did well, thanks to the fact
that the team was playing
a tournament in a shallow
pool in Fresno. At 6'8",
Rambis could loom over
goal standing on his feet.
He got the assignment
without looking for
it. Rambis and some
basketball teammates
were cooling off one
day when the water
polo coach ribbed them
for jumping in the pool
without showering.
Andrew Karleskind
'80, one of the water
polo players who was
there, recalls that a smartaleck reply from Rambis
prompted a challenge
from the coach: "If you
think we're weenies in
Speedos, get in there and
try it."
So Rambis did.
"I think he almost
died," says Karleskind,
now president of a private
mortgage bank in Danville.
But swimming didn't
matter if you could stand.
Rambis got recruited for
the Fresno trip, practicing
with the team leading up
to his first-and finalperformance as perhaps
the tallest goalie in Santa
Clara history.
"When I stood up, it
seemed like the water was
below my waist," Rambis
remembers, adding that
he couldn't have played
in a regular pool. "I would
have drowned." SS
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Melissa King '9_3 •

Still No. 1
Melissa King holds the record in six categories for
women's basketball. Her latest honor: the first player
to have her jersey retired.
SCOTT

BY SAM

'96

to their first appearance
s a collegiate head coach
the national semifiin
Caren
for 17 seasons,
and winning "most
nals
mentored
Horstmeyer
in the process.
improved"
players.
scores of young
she
basketball,
In
best:
the
She doesn't hesitate to name
honorable
an
disciearned
driven,
"Melissa King is the most
mention as a Kodak Allplined, hard-working, best player I have
the first in
says
American,
had the opportunity to coach,"
history,
coachyears
program's
12
the
Horstmeyer, who spent
Coast
West
won
helm
and
ing Santa Clara before taking the
of
Player
Conference
at UC Berkeley.
and
1991
in
Year
for
the
King's accomplishments speak
1993.
themselves, leaving no wonder as to
Perhaps the most telling testimony
why this February she became the
greatness was how she rallied
King's
to
first woman-and only the eighth
The year before she put on
team.
into
her
player-to have her jersey raised
basketball uniform, Santa
Broncos
Sixteen
a
the rafters of the Leavey Center.
Clara went 9 and
years after graduating,
17. The next seaKing remains No.
the 5-foot-6
son
1 in six categories,
took them
guard
including steals, threerecord
28-3
a
to
point percentage, and
Women's
the
and
scoring with 1,798
National Invitation
points-63 more
chamTournament
than the leading men's
pionship.
scorer, NBA star Kurt
"Melissa King is
Rambis '80. She is in
in everywinner
a
the top 10 in another
does,"
she
thing
half-dozen fields.
says. "It
Horstmeyer
Impressive stuff,
to
contagious
was
though the former star
Shiningbright: MelissaKingflankedby SCU
people."
other
turned full-time mom Directorof AthleticsDanCoonanandformer
coachCarenHorstmeyer
doesn't seem inclined
Team Fisher
to bask in the glory
In 1993, the only options for women's
for too long. "Maybe I shot more than
pro ball were overseas, too far for a
anybody," she says with a laugh.
self-confessed homebody from Marin
Her records are even more astoundCounty. So after graduating, King
ing than they appear at first, given
as an assistant coach at Cal and
worked
that she only played three seasons, redlater back at Santa Clara. She loved
shirting her first year after transferring
helping young players but ultimately
from Fresno State. She used the downfound life on the road too much.
time to improve her game and to play
Leaving the game was hard, she says.
soccer, helping the Santa Clara women
But one of the reasons she practiced

A

Drive:Kingtakesthe ball past
Portlandin March'93.

with such fervor at Santa Clara was she
never wanted to look back thinking she
hadn't done all she could have. "I sleep
well," she says.
She worked in web design for nearly
five years before beginning to raise a
family. And these days Melissa Fisher,
her married name, lives in San Carlos
with husband Joe '92 and their own
starting lineup: five kids, ages 2 to 9.
The children keep her too busy to
dwell on past glory. All but the youngest of their kids attended the jersey
retirement ceremony, a moment that
seemed to impress her 7-year-old son
the most.
"You shot a 3-pointer, Mom?" he
asked-after the announcer read off
King's accomplishments, including
her perch as Santa Clara's most deadly
long-range shooter. Her son was, however, already familiar with Steve Nash
'96 (who was actually slightly less accurate from behind the 3-point arc) and
thrilled his mother's jersey would be
alongside the NBA star's.
"Maybe I'll shine a little brighter in
his eyes," King says. e
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n 1979, John "Johnny" Hannegan
'72 and his friend Chris Benson
took out loans at 17 percent interest
to finance their dream: an American
pub with Irish flavor. They set up

I

shop in the hills above Silicon Valley, on
Bachman Avenue in downtown Los Gatos.
Thirty years later, C.B. Hannegan's is going
strong and "embraces all the people who
come in through the front door," Benson
says. "Or the back door."
Walls are covered in photos of patrons,
rugby gear, Irish politicians, and exchange
students from Listowel, Ireland-Los Gatos'
sister city. There is a photo of Hannegan and
Benson with Willie Nelson. Nearby, a memorial tribute from the Oct. 20, 1983, edition of

The Santa Clara newspaper hangs opposite
the bar: two full pages honoring Pat Carroll,
S.J., a much-loved member of the Santa
Clara Jesuit Community and, in his own
words, "a very stubborn, sensitive, and sentimental Irishman."
The dream of creating a local pub that
would serve as a neighborhood gathering
place began with Hannegan's love of pubs
and rugby and Benson's love of "the good
food"-pizza, barbecue, fish and chips. The
two men struck up a friendship a few years
after Hannegan graduated from Santa Clara
and was working at Mountain Charley's, a
local bar. They'd gotten to know each other,
talked about their dreams, and most
continued on page 40
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John "Johnny" Hannegan'72_
important, discovered "each
other's drink of choice," as
Benson puts it.
Their site in Silicon Valley
means the pub draws an international crowd as well as locals.
And more than a few visiting
Irish dignitaries have been
known to pay a call. "Johnny's
the ambassador's ambassador,"
Benson says. Hannegan shrugs
and says, "Under the Clinton
administration, we'd get calls
sometimes from Irish politicians
visiting the White House saying
they'd rather be back at
our pub."
When I spent an evening at
the pub earlier this year, the
Emerald Isle was represented
by Jimmy Deenihan, a Fine
Gael politician and former
Gaelic football star, who was
there visiting from County Kerry.
His take on C.B. Hannegan's?
"It's the best pub in the world,"
he gushed. "There's no pub like
it, even in Ireland."
St. Patrick's Day is, naturally,
celebrated in epic proportions. The city of Los Gatos
lets the pub shut down the
street so more people can join
the party. You won't find any
green beer. You will find all
the barbecue (chicken, ribs,
pork, hot links) and oysters
you can eat, plus three stages
featuring live entertainment.
Among the groups this year:
The Workhouse Poetsfeaturing Lawrence Elrod
'71 and James Foley '68 (full
disclosure: they're my father
and godfather, respectively)bagpiper Richard Katz, and a
troupe of Irish dancers.
Hannegan and Benson try
to foster a family atmosphere
in the pub. It seems to be
working. Veteran bartender
Tom Owens has been with
them for 28 years. That, and
Benson says, "You know you're
doing it right when the sons
and daughters of people who
helped create and sustain this
place are now working here."
But it is work, they concede. And, Hannegan says,
"It's not easy having this
much fun." Emily Elrod '05 9
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Paul F. Weston M.A. '73
taught during the spring
2009 semester at the Royal
University of Phenom Phen in
Cambodia. He worked with
students in the English Support
Program.

UNDERGRADUATE
I

1943

Michael Filice and
wife Corrinne celebrated 63
years of marriage on June 1 .

1949 REUNION
SEPTEMBER

11-13,

1969 REUNION

2009

OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

1952 Marcel

Fiore M.A.
'66 retired from 17 years of
high school teaching and
administration. He coached
wrestling, football, and baseball
at Santa Clara High School and
baseball at Wilcox High School.
He is happily married to wife
Bev of 54 years. They have four
children, including David Fiore
'79, and five grandsons.

1954 REUNION

SEPTEMBER

11-13,

2009

1970

Nancy Mazza,
Yvonne Hall, Pattie (Brown)
Dullea, Melba (Englert)
Tracy, Jan Morey and
Cecilia (Cantley) Sartor
celebrated their 60th birthdays
with a long weekend in New
York. They also celebrated
40-plus years of friendship, as
they met during freshman year
at SCU.

1974 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

1959 REUNION

SEPTEMBER

11-13,

2009

1964 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

Rodolfo Orjales is a judicial
attache for the Department of
Justice at the U.S. Embassy
in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
He is responsible for judicial

assistance, extraditions, and
judicial training.

1975

Tommy Bonfigli
coached the Cardinal Newman
High School boys' basketball
team to a perfect regular
season this year. The team was
named No. 1 in the Empire
high school boys' large-school
basketball rankings.
Mike Donohoe MBA '78 is
on staff of Santa Clara County
Supervisor Dave Cortese. He
has served in the real estate
industry for many years as a
volunteer including as president
of the Santa Clara County
Association of Realtors.

1976 Rose Herrera

Dennis O'Hara was honored
for the second year as a "Power

Saturday,
Sept.12

1979 REUNION

...

8,439 Broncos • 4 days • 1 family

www. scu .ed u/reu n ions

Sunday,
Sept.13

2009

Something for all Broncos!

Broker" by Risk & Insurance
magazine, which recognizes
the top men and women in the
property/casualty brokerage
segment of the insurance
industry. More important,
he notes, he's been SCU's
insurance broker for the last
eight years-and, he hopes,
many more to come. He leads
the team at Arthur J. Gallagher
& Co. that coordinates
insurance analysis, purchasing,
and risk-management
consulting at SCU and the
California Jesuit Province.

• Reunion
Dinners
forthe
Classes
of1949,1954,
and1959

SUMMER

Santa Clara University is committed to
educating the whole person. And as an
Alumni Association, we feel you deserve
a reunion experience to match your
academic, social, spiritual, athletic, extracurricular, and community experience as
a student. In that spirit, we are bringing
back the Grand Reunion-a weekend we
hope will inspire you to remember your
Santa Clara experience; reconnect with
your classmates, the campus, and the
SCU family; and renew your commitment
to your fellow Broncos and the University.

The Grand Reunion Weekend will take
place this Oct. 15-18. Ten classes
(undergraduates from 1964, 1969, 197 4,
1979, 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, 2004,
and 2009) will be celebrating this fall,
marking the first time since 2003 all our
reunion alumni will be on campus at

Friday,
Sept.11

• MassintheMission
• Vintage
SantaClara
XXVI
WineFestival

the same time. (The 50th Reunion will
continue to commemorate the Golden
Weekend separately, and the Class of
1959 should plan to come back to campus Sept. 11-13.)

Grand Reunion Weekend

M.A. '87 is a San Jose city
councilwoman. The tech
consultant and neighborhood
activist previously founded
Cinnamon Software, which
manufactured applications for
businesses.

5othReunion
and
Gianera
Luncheon

• Gianera
Society
Luncheon
forallclasses
who
graduated
morethan50
yearsago
• Induction
ofthe
Class
of1959intothe
Gianera
Society
• Saturday
Dinner
forthe
Class
of1959

8,439 Alumni
4 Days
1 Family!
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Mark Walker earned an MBA
from Arizona State University.
He and Michele (Sipiora) '80
live in Aurora, Colo., and their
daughter Jillian '11 is currently
at SCU.

Bigger and better
Our goal is for you to be visually, emotionally, and intellectually engaged by the
campus, the activities, and the people
at the Grand Reunion. We will create
ways for you to interact meaningfully with
your classmates, SCU faculty, current
students, and alumni from other classes.
Our hope is that you will enhance your
understanding of Santa Clara's history
and traditions while inspiring your passion
and enthusiasm for the University today.
The Grand Reunion Weekend will
be a weekend like no other! Stay tuned
and be sure to check our website for
all the latest schedules and information:
www.scu.edu/reunions.

Not celebrating an undergraduate class
reunion this year? We hope you will still
consider being part of this exciting weekend. We are scheduling activities for
families, graduate alumni, student groups,
and all Broncos who want to participate
in the inclusive events and programs we
have planned. Specific activities include
the President's Speaker Series featuring
Secretary of Homeland Security Janet
Napolitano '79, the annual Homecoming
Picnic, Academic Showcases with some
of your favorite faculty, Midnight Madness
including a Ruff Rider Reunion (to officially kick off the men's basketball season),
career networking opportunities, Campus
(now) and Memory Lane (then) Tours, the
Global Health Symposium, student entertainment, renewal of marriage vows-plus
school reunions for business, engineering,
and arts and sciences-and much more!

198 0

Frederick J. Ferrer
'80, CEO of The Health Trust
and an adjunct professor in
SCU's School of Education,
Counseling Psychology,
and Pastoral Ministries, was
honored with the Human
Relations Award from the Santa
Clara County Human Relations
Commission and Office of
Human Relations.
Gina (Ebert) Levy has her
own CPA practice, which
focuses on tax planning for
parents of children with special
needs. Gina lives in West
Los Angeles with husband
Ralph, son Jeff, and daughter
Andrea-who celebrated her
bat mitzvah on Dec. 6, 2008, at
Sephardic Temple Tifereth Israel
in Los Angeles. In attendance
was Gina's roommate at SCU,
Kathy Becker '80.

Go Broncos!

f)affej
Kathryn Kale '86
Executive Director
Alumni Association

1981

1985

Edythe De Marco
is vice president and wealth
management advisor of the
De Marco Group for Merrill
Lynch and a member of
Merrill Lynch's Diversity &
Inclusion Advisory Council
to Management, a national
committee composed of 15
financial advisors.

1983

Merlene (Medeiros)
Akau continues to live in
Hawaii with her 17- and
19-year-old daughters. She is a
human resources professional
who oversees the benefits
section for the state of Hawaii's
Department of Education.

Paul McDonald is an
account executive for Agilaire,
which is owned by Tom Haley
in Redwood City. The company
does printing and packaging
for large companies and was
recently named one of the
"50 Fastest Growing Privately
Owned Companies" by the
San Jose/Silicon Valley
Business Journal.

1984 REUNION
OCTOBER15-18,2009
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Kate Lepow works for Yahoo!
in Sunnyvale, focusing on
product management for
e-commerce payment
solutions. She lives in theWillow Glen area of San Jose
with her partner, Jim Lungaro.

1989 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

Bricken Sparacino received
the 2008 "People of the Year"
award from the website
nytheatre.com for her work in
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Miss Hawaii-Nicole .Ka'ili Fox '06

I

Islandqueen

he finale of the three-night competition came on July 11, 2008. Nicole
Fox performed a hula to "Malie's
Song (Hawaiian Lullaby)" and spoke
on behalf of Promoting Educational
Achievement in Kids (PEAK). And, at the Neil
Blaisdell Concert Hall in Honolulu, out of 19
contestants, she was the one chosen to wear
the crown of Miss Hawaii.
At first she was at a loss for words. "And
then I thought: Why did I not pay more
attention to where I was supposed to go?"
she said. The answer, of course: on the
road as Miss Hawaii-and
to the 83rd Miss
America Pageant.
While Fox was born and raised in Santa
Clara, her parents made Hawaiian culture
a part of her upbringing. Her father spoke
Hawaiian to her and her siblings "when he
didn't want others to know what we were
talking about" and at the age of 5, Fox began
taking hula lessons.
While attending SCU, Fox showcased her
love of Island dance, performing in shows
hosted by the Multicultural Center. She taught
English to immigrants and helped direct SCU's
Youth Empowerment Program, which links the
Undergraduate Admissions Office with appropriate student-led organizations to encourage
high school students of color to pursue a
university education. She also studied abroad
in New Zealand and traveled for two months
throughout India, Thailand, and Japan. In the
Crowd-pleaser:
past three years, she's traveled to 15 counNicoleFoxperforms
tries, volunteered in the Middle East and parts
a traditionalTahitian
of Asia, and taught at an orphanage for HIVdancein the 2009
positive children in Ethiopia.
MissAmericaPageant.
She was named Miss Santa Clara 2006,
Miss San Jose 2007, and, after moving to
Honolulu, Miss Island Oahu 2008. She's
also competed twice in the Miss California Pageant. As Miss
Hawaii, Fox continues to advocate for PEAK and has worked with
Children's Miracle Network, a nonprofit community organization.

T

"newsand
," she was
rforthe San

dressingareafor the Miss
Americacontestantsis
locatedoutsidethe venue.
When it beganto rainat this
year'spageant,"we had a
coupleof volunteersholding
tarps aboveour headsso
we couldwalk through."
Her crowningas
Miss Hawaii."I went through
probablyabout40 different
facialexpressionsand not
a singleone of them was
attractive.To top it all off,
my crownactuallyfell off
my head."
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After months of priming for Miss America, complete with filming
TLC's "Countdown to the Crown"-a
reality show that housed the
52 contestants on the Queen Mary ocean liner and followed them
in pageant preparation challenges-came
the national pageant at
the Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino in Las Vegas. Fox wowed
the crowd during the talent segment by performing a spectacular
o'te'a, a traditional Tahitian dance, and moved into the top 10.
Miss Indiana Katie Stam ultimately took home the crown. But
Fox was thrilled to make it to the semifinal round and to be named
a Quality of Life Award finalist for excellence in volunteerism. And
with her experiences from the pageants, coupled with her degrees
in business management and cultural anthropology from SCU, she
hopes to obtain a master's degree in education administration and
become a teacher.
"Having an opportunity to give back helps you understand and
re-prioritize what you value," she says. AKG G

SUMMER

1990

Michael Harp

celebrated with wife Marci and
daughters Emily, 10, and
Cameron, 9, the sixth year of
his company, Michigan Group
Benefits, and his first class
as adjunct professor of
economics at Baker College
in Jackson, Mich.

Valerie (Menely) Joachim
was recently promoted to
management analyst with the
engineering services group of
the City of Portland's Bureau
of Environmental Services. She
has worked for the city since
2000. She and husband Chris
celebrated their fifth wedding
anniversary in September 2008.

1993

Paul Bravo is
technical director for the
Colorado Rapids Major League
Soccer team after having
served as the director of soccer
with the LA Galaxy the past
two years. As a forward for
the Rapids from 1997-2001,
he helped lead Colorado to
the 1997 MLS Cup and is the
team's all-time leading scorer.
He led SCU to the 1989 NCAA
co-championship.

1994 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

April (Phillips) Cobb earned
a Six Sigma Green Belt in
October 2008 at Merck &
Company.

1998 Jeffrey Dennison

Center stage

I

independent theater. She lives,
acts, directs, and writes in New
York City with her husband,
Michael Birch.

2009

was named one of the 40
most outstanding Individuals
on the Kitsap Peninsula by the
Kitsap Business Journal in Port
Orchard, Wash.

1999 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,

2009

Andrew Syvertsen and wife
Carrie (Littlefield) Syvertsen
'00 live in Seattle, where
Andrew works for FEAT, a
Seattle organization that helps
families with autistic children.
Carrie works as a high school
counselor.

2001

Nick Buccola

accepted a tenure track
appointment in the Department
of Political Science at Linfield
College in McMinnville, Ore.

2004 REUNION
OCTOBER

15-18,2009

2007

James Servino,
Lauren Clyne, and Joshua
Crosson '06 are living in

Washington, D.C., and working
for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender equality at the
Human Rights Campaign.

Yasemin Kimyacioglu
volunteers for an HIV/AIDS
treatment project in Botswana.

2008

Former SCU
basketball player Brody
Angley signed a nine-month
contract with the SAM Basket
Massagno club team in
Lugano, Switzerland.

2009 REUNION
OCTOBER15-18,2009

GRADUATE

a local restaurant and will be
a policy aide and unofficial
staff photographer for the
supervisor.

Glenn Mau J.D. is a partner
with Archer Norris in Newport
Beach. He focuses his practice
on complex transactions and
litigation for the real estate
development and construction
industries.

1995 Matt

Armanino J.D.
is chief executive officer of
Armanino McKenna LLP of San
Ramon, the largest CPA firm
headquartered in California.

Heidi Keef J.D., IP partner at
White & Case in Palo Alto, and
Rodger Cole J.D., partner
at Fenwick & West, were
recognized in January by the
San Francisco and Los Angeles
Daily Journal as among the
"Top 20 Lawyers Under the
Age of 40, in California."

1999 Cassandra Joseph
J.D. is a partner at Watson
Rounds, which specializes in
intellectual property litigation,
business litigation and
transactions, and insurance law
and defense.

1972 Steve Siner J.D. is

Pallie Zambrano J.D. is

managing shareholder of the
California business law firm
Hoge Fenton Jones & Appel.

an associate with McManis
Faulkner and is co-president
of the Northern/Central
California chapter of the
Pajama Program, a nonprofit
that collects new books and
pajamas for children in shelters.

1986 Jil Dalesandro J.D.
is 2009 president of the Santa
Clara County Bar Association.
In November 2008, she
founded a law and mediation
firm in Santa Clara, specializing
in business litigation and
employment law.

Derek Granath MBA is
vice president of marketing of
ConSentry Networks.
Carol Surrell M.A. recently
retired from Hewlett-Packard
after 30 years of service in
HR management. She is a
volunteer at Filoli in Woodside.

198 8 Steven Blomquist
MBA is on the staff of Santa
Clara County Supervisor Dave
Cortese. He recently managed

2000 Jennifer Lewis
J.D. is a partner with Wendel,
Rosen, Black & Dean LLP
of Oakland. She represents
clients in various aspects of
real property transactions
and business matters,
including lease acquisition
and disposition of commercial
property, corporate formation,
financing, and compliance.

2008

Keith Gillette LL.M.

is a partner with Archer Norris
in Walnut Creek. His practice
encompasses trial work in the
areas of admiralty, intellectual
property, and large-exposure
tort litigation.

KristinBusch'93 and
Dan Raczykowskion
Nov.8, 2008. Alumniin
the wedding:Amanda
(Bush)
Carlson,
Tori
(Clainos)
Sterle'94,
Tonya(Laughridge)
Chin'94,Jennifer
(Burns)
Kindle'94,
Danielle
(Cossette)
Paskins
'94,Stacy
(Coyne)
Houser
'94.
Alsoin attendancewere
Jeff Fossatti '94 and
Jeff Spanks '94. The
couplelivesin Spokane,
Wash.,whereKristinis
a physicaltherapistand
DanrunsUnifire,a manufacturerof firefighting
and rescueequipment.

RyanLowry'98 and
MelissaLucason Sept.
13, 2008 in La Jolla.
Theyresidein San
Francisco.Ryanworks
for Netappand Melissa
worksfor WellsFargo.
Lauren(Scalora)
Frandsen'01 and
MichaelScalora'98,
MBA '05 at St. Helena
CatholicChurchin the
NapaValleyon May
31, 2008. SantaClara
alumniin attendance
includedthe motherof
the bride,Katherine

(Desmond)
Frandsen
'74; fatherof the groom,
Anthony
Scalora
'65;bridesmaidsfrom

ErinChambers'04
and Jenner Smith in
SanDiegoin late 2008.
Alumniin the wedding
party:Shantel
Dunning,

Paulina
Khokhlova,
and Kaitlin
Gregory.
The couplelivesin San
Diego,whereErinis the
editorof citysearch.com
and Jennerworksfor
the Portof SanDiego.

JanalleKaloi'05
and ErichChen'04
at Lanikuhonuain
Kapolei,Hawaii,on Dec.
20, 2008.Alumniin
attendance:Kenneth

Flanagan
'04,Anthony
Black'04,Michael
Bruggemann
'03,Alex
ColleenTeresa
DeltaGammaclassof
Wright'04,Taylor
Smith'94 and George '01: Jennifer
Jones,
Bedilion
'05, Robin
BernardHolzbachIll
Mariela(Hurley)
Bell'05,Amanda
on June21, 2008 at
Lagos,
Melanie
Bloomberg
'08,
VeramarWineryin
(Hekkelman)
Piazza,
JessicaBruggemann
Berryville,Va.The couple MarisaScordelis,
'98,J.D.'01,Sean
livesin Arlington,Va.
andAnnie(Shea)
Burns,
Christopher
Colleenworksas a
Weckesser;
brother
lwamura
'08,Eric
programanalystat the
of the groomand best
Kochanski,
Sean
U.S.CensusBureau
man,DavidScalora
McGlynn
'04,Jenny
and Georgeis a project
'97,groomsmenSteven Ruso'04,Richard
managerfor Settyand
Braccini
'99,James
Ruso'03,MBA'07,and
Associates.
Campos
'97,andJason Francisco
Zepponi.
Marandas
'97.Lauren
Isabel(Tibby)
MattTuttle'05 and
and Michaelare both
RebeccaJenkins
KatyShumm'05 at
employedby Googlein
'97 andSteven
MissionSantaClaraon
Mountain

James Ziegleron
Oct. 4, 2008.Alumni
in the wedding:Julie
Vieillemaringe
and

CallieZamzowNovak.
Thecouplelivesin
Philadelphia,
where
Isabelis a curator
for the NationalPark
Serviceand Steven
is communications
coordinatorfor the
PhiladelphiaOrchestra.

RogelioCalderon'98
and KarenConoley
on
Jan. 10, at AshleyManor
in Phoenix,Ariz.Bryan
Stofferahn
servedas
a groomsman.Other
alumniin attendance:
Mark Brower '99, Tim
Henward
'99,and Chris
and Stacy(Collins)

Burbach.

View.

SarahPetersen
'01 and DaveHicks
on Sept.27, 2008, in
Vienna,Austria.They
met in 1999 duringa
studyabroadprogramin
Vienna.Alumniin attendance:RonPetersen
'70,MBA'77,who gave
awaythe bride;Celia

June7, 2008.Thecouple
metfreshmanyearand
begandatingduring
theirjunioryearat SCU.
Alumniin the wedding
party:Kristin
Belanger

'05,Jessica
Frank'05,
ScottAlmassy
'05,
Travis
Salha,
Travis
Merz'05,Andrew
Strockis
'05,AlexBruni
(Aanderud)
Yenchik
'04,andNickDieringer
'01 andTori(Duggins) '06.Thecouplelivesin
LoVerme
'01.Sarahand WillowGlen.
Davelive in Sunnyvale.

ColleenRooney
'03 and BenWhite

DavidSage'05 and
HeatherHilton'07

on Nov.21, 2007, in San
in GoldenGatePark,
Francisco.
Davidworks
SanFrancisco,on Oct.
as an auditorwith Moss
24, 2008.Theylive in
Adams,LLPout or'their
Coppell,Texas,where
SanFranciscooffice,
Colleenis an elementary where,untilrecently,
schoolteacher.
Heatheralsoworked.The
couplelivesin SanJose.

Send us your notes!
Keep your fellow Broncos posted on what's happening.

By Web: www.scu.edu/alumupdate
By snail mail: Class Notes • Santa Clara Magazine •
500 El Camino Real • Santa Clara, CA 95053
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MichaelCole'96 and 1 Jennifer(Culter)
Baumgartner
'99 and
wifeTeresa-a daughhusbandMarc-a boy,
ter,Sienna,onJuly
on Oct.
13, 2008.Michaelis a 1 LukeCharles,
salesrepresentative
for I 21, 2008.
Takeda
PharmaceuticalsI
JohnCarleton'99
in SanDiego.
andwifeSheelaghTimTiscornia'91
theirfirstson,Jonah
GregCzarkowski
andwifeJane-their
I John,on March9,
thirddaughter,
Lucia,on '96, J.D.'99 and
2009,in Portland,
Ore.
Sept.3, 2007.Theylive SusanGarcia'98,
in MercerIsland,Wash. M.A.'02-their second I
Katie(D'Amico)
child,XavierFrancisco I
Timis chiefbusiness
Irvine'99 andhusband
Garcia-Czarkowski,
on
development
officerat
Michael-theirfirst
March
23,
2007.
Cozi.
child,LucyLauraIrvine,
Maureen(Meagher) on Oct.15, 2008,in
NickFedeli'92 and
Lisa(Kellers)Fedeli Lewison'95 andher II SanCarlos.
'92-a son,Nicholas
IV, husband-theirsecond I
BrieanaWhite'99
daughter,
KeelyBeth,
on Oct.7, 2008.They
andhusbandGary
livein Reno,whereNick on July27, 2008,in
Kelley'99-a boy,
Everett,
Wash.
is anaccountant
and
, JakeRobert,on Dec.1,
LisateachesIrishdance.
• 2008.
Lucy(Azevedo)

PatricKellyJ.D.'76

andwifeConnie,
of
MorganHill-their secandgranddaughter,
Kelsi
NessaEngles,
on Nov.
21,2008.

Stephanie
Margetich Rojas'96, M.A.
'99 andhusband
Attoian'94 andhusAriel-a girl,Chiara
Francesca,
onDec.
23, 2008.Chiarais
namedin honorof
SCU'spatronsaint,St.
Claire.Thefamilylives
in Watsonville,
where
Lucyworksasa project
manager
in thestudent
affairsdivisionfor UC
SantaCruz.

bandKirkAttoian-a
son,LandonDonald,
onApril3, 2008.They
livein Redondo
Beach,
whereStephanie
works
forAllerganMedical.

Shelley(Carriere)
Sheridan'94 and
husband
Andrew-their
secondson,Parker
Edward,
onAug.13,
2008,in Darien,Conn.

Stephanie
(Melia)
'96 andhusTsiagkas

1
1

Katie(Charles)
Middlebrook
'00 and
husbandDerek-a girl,

i AshleyElaine,onFeb.1,
2009,in Seattle.
1

MarkDavis'01 and
wifeRachel-their
first child,JacobKhalil
AntounDavis,onOct.
30, 2008.

BonnieValantbandNick-their secSpaight'94 andTracy anddaughter,
Katherine
Spaight'93-their
Anne,on Oct.12, 2008, Juliet(Lopez)Miller
firstchild,Josephine
'01 andhusband
in Sunnyvale.
.

1

TheresaSpaight,
on
Sept.23, 2008.The
i
familylivesin theAtlantaI
area,whereBonnie
doesradarphysicsfor
Propagation
Research
Associates
andTracyis
directorof onlinepublishingfor K2Network,
a
videogamepublisher.

Christiane
(Eberharter)
Parker
'95 andhusband
Warren-theirsecond
son,DominikLukas,on
Dec.7, 2008,in Tokyo,
Japan.

I

Steven-theirfirst
child,JonasBear,in
WendyLair,whois
October
2008.Juliet
pursuinga counseling
completed
hermaster's
psychology
master's
in educational
leadership
degreeat SCU-their
at Sacramento
State
firstchild,Camille,
on
University
in May2008
Christmas
Day,2008.
andis on leavefrom
TheyweremarriedJuly
herjob as a fifth-grade
19,2008.
teacherto carefor her
Anima-Christi
(Clark) son.Thefamilylivesin
Giraldezandhusband ElDoradoHills,Calif.
Chad-theirsecond
Cam(Elkin)
child,SierraRose,on
Barsness
'04 and
Feb.8, 2009.Thefamily husbandErik-their first
livesin Salinas.
daughter,
ReeceAnne
Barsness,
on Dec.17,
TimTragesser
'98
andPilar(Menendez) 2008.

BJHamel'97 and

Cathy(Madrid)Teves
'01-their
'95 andSteveTeves Tragesser
'94-their second
daughter,
Samantha
Nicole,onAug.19,
2008,in SantaClara.
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firstchild,JadenLouis,
onJuly12, 2008,in
LakeOswego,
Ore.
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River of Time

Two world premieres onstage
Jorma Kaukonen '64

Mariette in Ecstasy

Red House Records,2009
Wind it up and let it roll: Music icon
Jorma Kaukonen's latest is a wonderful
collection of mostly folk and some blues
tunes, great acoustic pickin', and simple
vocals. If, like me, you first saw Jorma
with Jefferson Airplane back in the day,
"River of Time" will remind you that you're no young'un-and that's
okay. It was the old-timey fingerpickin' blues that got JK playing
guitar in the first place. Here Jorma's roots in blues come through in
most every tune. The Alton and Raybon Delmore-penned "Nashville
Blues" is my lave. More rockin' folk than blues, this ditty features
quick and clean guitar picking by JK accompanied by sideman Larry
Campbell's blistering mandolin. JK lined up a solid group of supporting musicians for the album, including Levon Helm of The Band
fame, who plays drums on a few tracks. Among them: "Trouble in
Mind," a tasty traditional blues tune. Kaukonen offers a soulful meditation in the title track, "River of Time," reaching back generations
in dreams and looking downriver at the generations ahead. My first
listen took me back decades, reliving parts of my youth, life with my
family, and the long road to now. Can you ask for anything better
from a song? Thanks, Jorma. Russ Morris Jr.
Read a profile of Jorma Kaukonen in the Spring 2008 SCM.
Don't have the mag handy? Our archives are online at
santaclaramagazine.com.

ALUMNI

IN

THE

NEWS

Paul Fitzgerald, S.J. '80 has
accepted the position of senior
vice president for academic
affairs at Fairfield University
in Connecticut following a
nationwide search. He will take
up his new position July 1. During
the past five years Fr. Fitzgerald
has served as an associate dean
and then as the senior associate
~
dean in SCU's College of Arts
!..._ _ _.
and Sciences. He joined the
Department of Religious Studies in 1997 and was promoted
to associate professor in 2003. In addition to his bachelor's
degree in history from SCU, he earned a master's in divinity
from Weston School of Theology in 1991, a Ph.D. in the
sociology of religion in 1997 from the University of Paris,
and a pontifical doctorate in ecclesiology from the lnstitut
Catholique de Paris in 1999. He also served as an adjunct
lecturer at the Education College in Xiamen, China, and a
visiting lecturer at Hekima College in Nairobi, Kenya.

!

Beautyandmystery:

MarietteBaptiste
(Brenda
Barrie)in
theconvent

First the novel, then the film, now the play: the international bestseller by Khaled Hosseini '88 was published in 2003, and in March
it made its world premiere onstage at the San Jose Repertory
Theatre. A tale of tragedy and redemption, it follows the arc of two
boys who are friends in 1970s Kabul. The child of privilege, Amir, flees with his father following the
Soviet invasion, while his friend and
servant Hassan stays behind.
Amir returns years later
to try to make amends
for a secret tragedy they
share. Adapted by Matthew
Spangler and directed by
David Ira Goldstein, the production earned praise from the
San Jose Mercury News for an
elegance that "thrums with
a kaleidoscopic sense of
nuance that's far
more faithful to
the book than
the movie, especially in its cleareyed embrace of
life's shadows." SBS

Therun:Young
Amir(Craig

2009

The 1991 novel by Ron Hansen
M.A. '95 came to life onstage
in February in a production by
Chicago's Lifeline Theatre. Adapted
by Christina Calvit and directed by
Elise Kauzlaric, the dramatization
was lauded by the Chicago Tribune
as "a really good yarn, grippingly
told, forcefully acted and intellectually engaging." Set in a convent in
upstate New York in 1906, Mariette
sees lives of prayer and devotion
suddenly shattered when a young
postulate is initiated into the order
and experiences what may be a
divine encounter.
In addition to being a graduate
of SCU's pastoral ministries program, Hansen is a deacon in the
Catholic church, the Gerard Manley
Hopkins, S.J., professor of arts
and humanities at SCU, and, we're
pleased to say, the literary editor for
this magazine. SBS

The Kite Runner

Piaget),
left,andHassan
(LowellAbellon).

SUMMER

New books by alumni

ARTS

Jessica(Keller)
Leahy'01 andhusbandLuke-their first
child,IsaacKeller,on
Aug.4, 2008.

PBINI

Bart Lally '85, vice president of Marcoa
Publishing, has published The Northern
California Experience (Marcoa
Publishing, 2008), an oversized and
gorgeous guide to the Golden State,
showcasing the food, art, and fun in such
settings as the Bay Area, Wine Country,
and Silicon Valley. With photos from Big
Sur to the Russian River to the Sierra
Nevada, the book also offers an array of
travel suggestions and resources.

As a top exec with 30
years' experience at Intel,
Pat Gelsinger '83 has learned a thing or two
JUGGLTl~GACT
about factors in the work-life equation. The
Juggling Act: Bringing Balance to Your
Faith, Family, and Work (David C. Cook
Publishing, 2008) updates Balancing Your
Family, Faith, and Work, published in 2005.
It focuses on Gelsinger's testimony and life
experiences, incorporating seven principles
for managing daily priorities; the new volume
includes reflective questions at the end of
each chapter and an afterword by his wife,
Linda. As One Minute Manager author Ken Blanchard notes,
there are "great learnings here for everyone."

......." .......
....,....

•·~·•"'·•··-······--··..,~

Censored 2009: The Top 25 Censored Stories
of 2007-08 (Seven Stories Press, 2008) marks
the 11th volume in this series chronicling underreported news that really matters. Co-editor
Peter Phillips '70, who directs Project
Censored, is an associate professor of sociology
at Sonoma State University. In addition to stories
on "Seizing War Protesters' Assets," "Tracking
Billions of Dollars Lost in Iraq," and "CARE
Rejects U.S. Food Aid," Phillips et al. include a
chapter on what's happened to previous
Censored stories. Lest you think all the reading
is grim, there's a chapter on the top "junk food"
news: fare including the Britney Spears saga, Lindsay Lohan
going to jail, and David Hasselhoff falling off the wagon.

From the business shelf: Selling Real Estate Services: ThirdLevel Secrets of Top Producers (Wiley,2008), by commercial
real estate sales and strategy speaker, trainer, and consultant
Robert A. Potter '77, offers a system focused on client-centered
communication skills meant to solidify long-term partnerships.
Marketing Campaign Development: What Marketing
Executives Need to Know About Architecting Global
Integrated Marketing Campaigns (Happy About, 2008), by
Mike Gospe '85, MBA '91, prescribes a go-to market strategy
for high-tech leaders
and other managers
W EE\ C LU S IV E S
to map out increased
Hear Pat Gelsingerread from his new
customer response
book at santaclaramagazine.com.
rates. AKG and SBS
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1937

a Silver Star and was promoted
to captain. An original member
of Driscoll Associates, California
strawberry growers, he later
was Western regional manager
of the molasses division of
Cargill Inc. Survived by his wife
of 65 years, Barbara, and a son.

'

John B. Hoey, June

29, 2008.

1942

Robert L. McDonald,

Nov. 15, 2008. The Reno native
joined the Army Air Corps in
1941 . He commanded the
46th Squadron and flew P-51 's
off lwo Jima. He served as a
deputy attorney general and
later deputy U.S. attorney
and was a principal in the
development of Incline Village.
Survived by three children and
10 grandchildren.

1948

Frank Albert
Genochio MBA '63, Nov.
10, 2008. He served in the
Marine Corps during World
War II and was a member of
the famous Navajo Talkers.
He had a 36-year career in
radio communications and
telecommunications. Survived
by three children and four
grandchildren.

Herman R. Roesti, June 3,
2008. Survived by his wife,
Patricia, and two children.

1949 Joseph Anthony
Zanger Sr., Feb. 9. With his
brothers, the San Jose native
farmed more than 600 acres
of orchards and vineyards
on Pacheco Pass. The family
founded Casa de Fruta,
which has grown to include a
restaurant, lodge, wine tasting,
barnyard zoo, and dried fruit
mailing business. He served
as the director of the Santa
Clara Valley Winegrowers'
Association, president of the
San Benito County Farm
Bureau, •and San Benito
County Republican Central
Committee Chairman. Survived
by his longtime partner, Roxy
Montana; four children; and
eight grandchildren.

1944

Francis "Buzz"
Meagher, Dec. 19, 2008.

The San Francisco native and
former baseball player was
enshrined in the SCU Athletic
Hall of Fame. Donations in his
memory may be made to the
Bronco Bench Foundation.

1945

Pierce A. Rooney

Jr., Jan. 14. The Sacramento
native served as an officer in
the U.S. Navy during World
War II before earning his
medical degree. He was a
pathologist who did extensive
research into causes of
sudden infant death syndrome
and investigated murders by
Northern California killers. He
had six children with his wife
of 63 years, Barbara. Survivors
include a son, Kevin '73.

1946

Gerald L. Colonica,
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1953 Ben C. Francis J.D.
'58, Oct. 10, 2008. Survived
by his wife, Bernice, and three
children.
Gilbert U. Kraemer Jr.,
Jan.13. The Anaheim native
farmed citrus and developed
real estate. An international
angler, he broke the world
record in 1986 for largest
Pacific blue marlin caught.
Survived by his wife, Diane;
four children; and eight
grandchildren.

19S4

Theodore A. Loer,

1951 George

1952 Dallas David Brock
Jr., Nov. 29, 2008. The San
Francisco native played
basketball for SCU 1950-52
and went to the NCAA Final

I

14, 2008. The Chicago native
practiced law in Chicago and,
after retirement, pushed for
reform in the Catholic Church
and performed in community
theater productions. Survived
by his wife of nearly 54 years,
Mary Ann; eight children; and
19 grandchildren.

1955 John Dunlap Cox,

native of San Francisco, he
worked in the accounting
industry and as general
manager of sales for Towne
Ford in Redwood City. Survived
by his wife, Margaret; seven
children; and 12 grandchildren.

Nov. 2, 2008. The Concord
native served in the U.S. Army
during World War II and earned

Thomas J. Kerwin, Nov.

Staats, Jan. 1. The San Jose
native served in the Army
Air Corps in the Pacific and
worked for Bank of America for
39 years. Survived by his wife,
Jean, and a son.

William Albert

David
Crowley, Dec. 5, 2008. A

194 7 Robert A. Freitas,

Four with the team. He
was nicknamed "the Glove"
for relentlessly sticking to
opponents. He served as a
paratrooper with the 82nd
Airborne, practiced law with
George Moscone briefly, and
was a patron of the arts.
Survived by his wife, Darlene,
and three children. Memorial
contributions in his honor may
be made to the Bronco Bench
Foundation.

Nov. 12, 2008. The Watsonville
native served in the Army Air
Corps and later worked for the
Santa Clara County Assessor's
office. Survived by his wife,
Jo; three children; three
grandchildren; and a greatgrandson.

1950

Jan. 14. The Santa Clara
native attended medical school
then opened a practice near
SCU. He performed physicals
for the SCU football teams,
faithfully attended football and
basketball games, and was
a member of SCU's Board of
Fellows. Survived by his wife of
61 years, Kathryn; six children;
six grandchildren; and two
great-grandchildren.
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Nov. 24, 2008. The Modesto
native farmed the Cox Ranch
and established Valley Crop
Dusters. Survived by his
wife of 52 years, Harriet;
three children; and eight
grandchildren.

Daniel "Nono" Modena,
Nov. 2, 2008. Survived by his
wife of 49 years, Elizabeth; four
children; and 10 grandchildren.

Fabian S. Novak, Dec. 26,
2008. The Vietnam veteran
retired as a major in the U.S.
Army after 22 years of active
service and then worked for
another 22 years for the Army
and Veteran's Administration.
Survived by his wife of 53
years, Patricia; five children;
and 11 grandchildren.
Charles Cato Vierra, Dec.
24, 2008. He spent a long
career as a middle school
teacher of natural history
in North Monterey County.
Survived by hundreds of
students as well as his wife,
Delia (Ginger); six children,
including Marilyn '81; and nine
grandchildren.

1957 Robert

M.

Thompson, Nov. 19, 2008.
The San Jose native served
in the U.S. Army during the
Korean War, earning a Purple
Heart and other distinctions.
In a career in the chemical
industry, he received numerous
patents. Survived by his wife,
Barbara; four children; and
eight grandchildren.

1958

William D. Coffey,

Nov. 1, 2008. The New Jersey
native served in the U.S. Air
Force during the Korean War
and later had a career in the
computer industry. Survived
by seven children and 15
grandchildren.

1963 Frank Marvin Moore
J.D., Oct. 27, 2008. A native of
Albany, Ore., he served in the
U.S. Air Force, practiced law
for more than 30 years in Long
Beach, then served 15 years as
a judge pro-tern. Survived by
his wife of 53 years, Barbara; a
son; and a grandson.

1965

William L. Jaeger,

Jan. 11. Born and raised in
Seattle, he served as student
body president at SCU
and worked for the Justice
Department before beginning a
private law practice. Survived
by his wife, Julie, and three
children.

196 7 Catherine

Burke,

Sept. 28, 2008. Survived by
a son.

1969

Andrew William
Dodd J.D., Feb. 4. He

dedicated his career to helping
families affected by vaccine
injuries and in the 1980s
testified alongside Jonas Salk
in support of a bill that led to
the creation of the National
Vaccine Injury Compensation
Program. Survived by his wife
of 31 years, Dikranuhy, and two
children.

1970 James Ralph
Adkins, Oct. 23, 2008.
Survived by his wife, Elaine,
and two children.

1960

1971 Jerome Lee Heacock
J.D., Nov. 6, 2008. A native of

San Jose native worked as an
assistant assessor for Siskiyou
County for many years.
Survived by his wife, Velzora;
four sons; two stepsons; and
10 grandchildren.

Portland, Ore., he grew up in
Washington and later moved
to Salinas, where he was a
real estate broker. During
the 1950s, he served as a
paratrooper in the U.S. Army.
Survived by his wife of 42
years, Sumi, and two children.

George Laurence
Singewald Jr., Feb. 8. The

1961 John

P. Steffani, Nov.
10, 2008. The San Jose native
retired in 1995 to Las Tinas,
Mexico, where he enjoyed
fishing and helping the local
schools with their computers.
Survived by his wife of 53
years, Regina; six children;
20 grandchildren; and four
great-grandchildren.

Francis Joseph Hughes
'71, J.D. '74, Feb. 7. Survived
by his wife, Marya, and three
children.

1972 Kent W. Roehr M.A.,
Dec. 16, 2008. The Milwaukee
native taught mathematics at
New Berlin West High School
1963-1990. Survived by his
wife, Jean; three daughters;
and seven grandchildren.

William L. Teglia MBA, Nov.
18, 2008. The San Francisco
native was a partner with
Berger-Lewis Accountancy
Corp. in San Jose. Survived by
his wife of 37 years, Cathy; two
sons; and three grandchildren.

1973 Robert Gene
Himenez MBA, Dec. 16, 2008.
Gardner F. Holmes J.D.,
Jan. 18. The Milwaukee native
served in the U.S. Navy before
joining Westinghouse and
attending law school at SCU.
He designed the engine room
of the first atomic submarine,
the USS Nautilus. Survived by
his wife, Dorothy; three children;
and three stepchildren.

Patrick F. O'Laughlin J.D.,
Nov. 9, 2008. The San Jose
native was a trial attorney for
20 years and was elected
mayor of Los Gatos in 1995.
Survived by his wife, Maggie,
and three children.

Theodore Yau Sing Wong
MBA, Oct. 27, 2008. The
Honolulu native was a captain
in the Army and later worked
for Lockheed and Cigna.
Survived by his wife, Myrna;
three children; and five
grandchildren.

Ernest E. Wuethrich M.S.,
Sept. 25, 2008. Born in
Switzerland, he emigrated to
the U.S. and worked 50 years
as an electrical engineer and
designer with Ford Aerospace
and Loral Space Systems.
Survived by his wife, Dora, and
two children.

1974

Tim George Salinas,

Jan. 15. The Cleveland native
and his wife started Green
Machine Landscaping in Ukiah
and Potter Valley TurFarms.
Survived by two children and
five grandchildren.

1980

Ricardo Ivan
Ramirez, Oct. 25, 2008.

A native of San Cristobal,
Venezuela, he is survived by his
wife, Susan, and two children.

1981 Stephen Michael
Sack, Oct. 31, 2008. The San

1944 Louis Frank Boitano, Nov. 22, 2008. A native of
San Jose, he left Santa Clara to fight in the Pacific during
World War II, serving as a personal bodyguard to General
Douglas MacArthur. He was present in Tokyo Harbor when
Japan surrendered to American forces. He returned to finish
his undergraduate studies at SCU in 194 7, earning a degree
in business and receiving the Nobili Award, the University's
top academic distinction. He embarked on a lifetime mission
of teaching and building a business. He became a professor
and taught at SCU for 25 years. He earned his CPA license
and launched a partnership with Fran Sargent that developed
into Boitano Sargent & Lilly. He was a member of the Knights
of Malta, Serra Club of Santa Clara, the Knights of Columbus,
and Catholic Charities, and was on SCU's Board of Fellows.
He received the lgnatian Award from the University for his
commitment to helping others. He is survived by four children:
Frank '68, Mark '71, Steven '77, and Julie Robson '83; four
stepchildren; 23 grandchildren; and five great-grandchildren.
1948 James E. Sweeters, Jan. 13, 2009. The Anaheim
native graduated from Loyola High School and went
immediately to the Jesuit novitiate in Los Gatos, where he
studied for the priesthood and a career in teaching. He was
ordained into the priesthood as a Jesuit in 1955 and assigned
to SCU, where he served as dean of students, vice president for
student services, and director of athletics. He later continued his
academic training in Rome at the Pontifical Gregorian University,
where he earned a doctorate degree in 1968. He returned to
SCU and taught religious studies until his retirement. In 1978,
he was laicized and wed Jo Ann Vasquez; they were married
for 30 years.
1954 Jack Keuhler M.S. '68, Dec. 20, 2008. A native
of Grand Island, Neb., he started at IBM as an associate
engineer at the San Jose Research Laboratory in 1958. He was
elected IBM senior vice president in May 1982 and became
vice chairman of the board and a member of the executive
committee in January 1988. He was elected president in May
1989 and resumed the title of vice chairman in 1993. The
former engineering alumnus served on SCU's Board of Trustees,
and in 2005 he and his wife donated $1 million to the School
of Engineering. In addition to his wife, he is survived by five
children and 12 grandchildren.

more than 25 years. Survived
by his wife of 22 years, Lynne,
and two sons.

1982

Paul L. Dennis Jr.

M.A., Nov. 1, 2008.

1983

Lauralee Sorenson
M.A., Jan. 1. The Salinas

native was mayor of Cupertino
1991-92, served for 23 years
career as school nurse for
the Cupertino Union School
District, and was recognized
as Cupertino's Woman Citizen
of the Year in 2007. Survived
by her husband of 49 years,
Martin, and five children.

1997 Jordan Krisman
Sterling, Jan. 28. The Phoenix
native worked in real estate
and mortgage brokerage
while awaiting a double-lung
transplant, necessary because
of cystic fibrosis he had battled
since childhood. He wore a
beeper for three years before
he was flown to Stanford
Hospital for the successful
operation. He mentored
families with children who had
cystic fibrosis. Survived by his
parents, two siblings, his stepparents, and five stepsiblings.

Francisco native worked in the
spirits and wine industry for
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Sponsor

Event

Contact

Contact Info

5

Alumni Association

First Friday Mass &Lunch

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

6

Sacramento

Day of Service

Greg Finn '81

gregfinn@scualum.edu

13

Alumni Association

Graduation Picnic

Alumni Office

408-554-6800

18

San Francisco

Presidential Dinner

John Spieth '06

jspieth@scu.edu

20

San Diego

Alumni Night at the Padres

Jenny Moody '07

jmoody@scu.edu

Los Angeles

Sol Soccer Game/Meet & Greet

Martin Sanchez '02

mpsanchez@scu.edu

Denver

Night at the Rockies

Jenny Moody '07

jmoody@scu.edu

Chicago

Alumni Night at Wrigley

John Spieth '06

jspieth@scu.edu

Date

JUNE

20

JULY
AUGUST
12

SEPTEMBER
11-13

Alumni Association

Gianera Society &
50th Reunion Weekend

Alumni Office

408-554-6800

13

Alumni Association

26th Vintage Santa Clara

Carey DeAngelis '05

cdeangelis@scu.edu

Day of Service

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu
mvonmassenhausen@scu.edu

Santa Clara Valley AFO

19
23

East Bay

Presidential Dinner

Maria von Massenhausen '87

26

San Diego AFO

Habitat for Humanity

Mary Modeste Smoker '81

msmoker@scu.edu

Boston

Night at the Red Sox

Jenny Moody '07

jmoody@scu.edu

Chicago

Presidential Mass & Brunch

John Spieth '06

jspieth@scu.edu

Grand Reunion Weekend

Alumni Office

408-554-6800

OCTOBER
4

Alumni Association

15-18

The Santa Clara University Board of Fellows
wishes to

SAVE

THE

DATE
The 43rd Annual
Golden Circle Theatre Party

26THANNUAL
VINTAGE SANTA CLARA
Sunday, Sept. 13, 2009
1:30 - 5 p.m.

As Partners in Gold, these sponsors join the Board of Fellows
In supporting Santa Clara's mission of educating talented men and women
for competence, consclence, and compassion.

Santa Clara Alumni Association's signature
food and wine festival, featuring alumni
vintners and restaurateurs, a silent auction,
music, and an afternoon of fun!

Anonymous

Mark your calendars: Tickets go on sale
Monday, August 3, 2009.
Proceeds benefit the Alumni Family Scholarship.

www.scu.edu/vintage

Santa Clara University,a comprehensive
Jesuit, Catholic universitylocated 40 miles
south of San Francisco in California's
SiliconValley,offers its 8,758 students
rigorous undergraduate curricula in arts and
sciences, business,and engineering,plus
master's and law degrees and engineering
Ph.D.s. Distinguishednationallyby one
of the highest graduation rates among
all U.S. master's universities,California's
oldest operating higher-educationinstitution
demonstratesfaith-inspiredvalues of ethics
and social justice. For more information,see
1/vW\V.SCU.edU.
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Staving off the next economic crisis
BY ALEXANDER J. FIELD
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Sins of commission
and sins of omission
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Santa Clara Magazine is
printed on paper and at
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by SmartWood to Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC)
standards. From forest
management to paper
production to printing, FSC
certification represents the
highest social and environmental standards. The paper
contains 30 percent postconsumer recovered fiber.
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Ghllott1 Conslrucllon
Arnold Bruni '56 and Mary Ellen Bruni
Hallmark Construction
Castle Companies
The Marchese Family Foundation
Curlis and Joyce Cole
The Al J. Scoffone Family
Devcon Construction, Inc.
Wells Fargo
Mary Ellen and Michael E. Fox F'amily Foundation

Heffernan Insurance Brokers
Bank of America
Ireland San Filippo, LLP
Burdick Painting
Therese and Don McNeil
BNY Mellon Wealth Management, Mark Delucia
The Dan and Barbara Mount Family
Clttl's Florist
Margaret and Kapil Nanda
Stanley A. and LIiiian E. Corriea
Wim and Maria Roelandts
Janis and Ed Donaghy, Ryan •95, Tara '97, Meghan '01
Richard and Genevieve Rolla
The GaddisFamily
Yvonne and Angelo Sangiacomo
Ralph and Molly Gomez
Pam and Nello Santacroce
The Grasser Family
Byron and Stephanie Scordells and Family
Mike and Joan J.lackworth
Xilinx
The Haughey Family

American Musical Theatre
San Jose Magazine
Silicon Valley Business Journal
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to SantaClaraUniversity.
oftheeventor contributions
onfuturesponsorship
ForInformation
at 408-554-4400.
Office
pleaseconlactthe Development
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he current financial crisis is
likely to be the most severe
the country has seen since the
Great Depression. Students graduating
from college face a tough labor market.
Family members may have lost their
job. Retirement savings have dwindled.
Many households find themselves with
negative equity in their homes, and
some have lost them. We all face the
prospect of higher taxes or inflation to
discharge the obligations associated with
rising government debt incurred co bail
our banks and insurance companies.
So who is responsible? The search
for char answer can easily become counterproductive but, as Santayana put it,
if we fail to understand our history we
will almost certainly be condemned to
repeat it.
The ultimate origin of our
financial and economic crisis
is to be found in private
behavior and privatesector financial
innovation.
Collareralized
debt obligations (CDOs)
and credit
default swaps
are new. But the
housing boom they facilitated
reflected proclivities in human behavior
whose consequences have been evident
repeatedly during the last severalcenturies.
Thar said, the need to contain these
proclivities was predictable; actions by
our leaders could have been different.
We can and should hold government
accountable for not maintaining a regulatory system that restrained leverage
and che growth of systemic risk.

A toxic symbiosis
CDOs emerged when financial institutions took a pool of mortgages and
issued securities derived from chem.
Originally, mortgage-backed securities simply sold a right co a share of
interest and principal payments from
the underlying pool. Securitizarion
reduced variance of the bond's return,
but the expected payout couldn't really
be different from that of the underlying mortgages. COO engineers,
however, figured out how to perform
the financial alchemy of turning junk
into gold: Starting with a pool of
risky mortgages, they created different grades, or tranches, of derivative
securities. Senior tranches paid lower
interest rares but were safer. More
junior tranches paid higher
interest bur took the first
hie if underlying mortgages went bad. Racings
agencies like Moody's
or Standard and Poor's
scamped senior tranches
g
0
Still, some holders
':iJAAA.
bonds
these
of
worried about how
safe they were.
Enter credit default
swaps. For a small "premium," institutions could insure themselves against the risk char the bonds
might default. Since swaps were not
technically insurance, they were beyond
the reach of state regulators. American
Internacional Group (AIG) and ocher
issuers did not maintain adequate
reserves to meet collateral calls when
mortgage defaults rose. In a sense, they
simply pocketed the premiums without
providing the insurance.
Stories like chis help explain how,
until relatively recencly, the financial
sector (finance, insurance, and real
l"W-~-

i
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estate), which employs 8 million fullrime equivalent workers-our of a U.S.
total of about 130 million-was booking more than 40 percent of all domestic corporate profits. A high percentage
came from transactions in CDOs and
credit default swaps.
A few economises, such as Nouriel
Roubini and Robert Shiller, raised
red flags. So did some policy makers,
including Brooksley Born, who in 1998
was head of the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission. Concerned by
the explosive growth of credit default
swaps, she called for requiring chem to
be traded and cleared in the way that
futures contracts are-on a centralized
exchange-rather than in an unregulated over-the-counter market.
She was essentially shouted down
by Alan Greenspan (then head of the
Federal Reserve), Arthur Levitt (then
head of the Securities and Exchange
Commission), Robert Rubin (then
treasury secretary), and Larry Summers
(Rubin's successor as treasury secretary,
subsequencly president of Harvard,
and now senior economic advisor to
President Obama). The result of their
victory was legislation in December
2000 explicicly prohibiting any government regulation of swaps.
Greenspan justified his position on
ideological grounds. Others argued this
was just a regulatory turf battle, or that
regulation would drive trading overseas.
None of these arguments stands up
well in the light of what subsequently
happened.
To a greater or lesser degree,
Greenspan, Levitt, and Rubin have
admitted they were wrong and apologized. Unfortunately, this was too late
to stop financial sector managers from
collectively creating a system that,
when it faltered, presented taxpayers
with the choice between bailouts or
a collapse of the real economy. In the
future, laissez-faire ideology must not
go so unchecked as to prevent needed
reforms. This is particularly so if government is ultimately to be blamed for
sins of both commission and omission.
Alexander J. Field is the Michel and Mary
Orradre Professor of Economics at SCU
and executive director of the Economic
History Association.
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SantaClara
University
The Jesuit university in Silicon Valley

lJpdatc your address a_t
saritaclaran1agaz1ne.corn

Just south of the Mission
Campus lies the cool oasis
of Blondie's Frozen Yogurt
and Ice Cream, founded
and owned by Kelley Lund
'05. At least eight rotating
flavors of both frozen
yogurt and ice cream are
available, as are large and
layered "fro yo" treats like
the one she's holding.
Samples encouraged.
Read more about Lund at
santaclaramagazine.com.

